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INTRODUCTION

Heritage aspects of property at 34 Mississauga Road South, City of
Mississa uga
Prepared by Paul Oberst, B. Arch, OAA, CAHP, March 2011

\

Front view of 43 Mississauga Road South
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Engagement:
I am an architect, licensed in Ontario, and a professional member of the Canadian
Association of Heritage Professionals. I was engaged by Muhammad Siddiqi to provide
input and oversight for his Heritage Impact Statement regarding the property at 43
Mississauga Road, South in Port Credit.
Current Development Controls
A) The official plan amendments designate the property as Heritage, and being within
the Port Credit Village Heritage Conservation District.
B) Zoning Bylaw R-15, designates the zoning for the property as SINGLE FAMILY
RESIDENTIAL.

C) By virtue oflying within the Port Credit Village Heritage Conservation District,
the property is designated, under Part V of the Ontario Heritage Act.
D) The Port Credit Village Heritage Conservation District Plan denotes the property
as having historic interest.
E) The property is not designated under Palt IV of the Ontario Heritage Act.

Historical Context
Port Credit History: The story of Port Credit begins long before the arrival of European
settlers. Archaeological evidence suggests that both Iroquoian and Algonkian-speaking
peoples were attracted to the Credit River Valley over a period of thousands of yeal·s. By
1700 the Ojibwa, an Algonkian tribe, had driven the Iroquois from the North Shore of
Lake Ontario, and a group of Ojibwa, known as the Mississaugas, had settled around the
mouth of the Credit River. The Mississaugas themselves referred to the river as
"Missinihe" or "Trusting Water", but the river came to be known as the Credit River, a
name derived from the custom of trading on credit.
In the 1720s, the Mississaugas are recorded as trading with the French near the mouth of

the Credit River. After the French defeat on the Plains of Abraham, the British assumed
the territory of New France, and they established their own trade with the Mississaugas
building a trading post and Government Inn (the first pelmanent building in the village)
on the east bank of the Credit River around 1798. On August 2nd, 1805, at the mouth of
the Credit River, the Mississaugas signed a land treaty with the British Crown. The
Mississaugas reserved a one-mile strip of land on either side of the River (currently
running fi.-om Rhododendron Gal'dens to Hiawatha Park). As a result, the site of Port
Credit was not included in the 1806 Wilmot Survey. The one exception was a small area
around the Government Inn. The Mississaugas signed another treaty in 1818, resulting in
"The New Survey" and the purchase of Indian land. There were further treaties in 1820,
leaving the Mississaugas a 200-acre reserve of land. In an effort to assimilate the
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Mississaugas, the Government built a village for them, north of Port Credit in 1826, at the
site of the Mississaugua Golf and Country Club.
In 1834 the government laid out a village in what is now the Old Port Credit Village
Heritage Conservation District. The survey was conducted in part by the Mississaugas,
and construction of a harbour began almost immediately. In 1847, the Mississaugas,
whose numbers had been severely reduced by disease, relocated to the New Credit
Reserve near Brantford, Ontario. The departure of the Natives opened up the Credit River
to commercial expansion and Port Credit went through a period of tremendous economic
growth as a harbour. This prosperous period ended in the mid-1850s as a result of both a
great fue, which destroyed the west end of the harbour, and the constmction of the Grand
Tmnk and Great Western Railways, which diverted commerce away from the village.

Towards the end of the century, the stonehooking trade kept the port alive. For years, a
unique craft called a "stonehooker" plied the waters of Lake Ontario. Workers dragged
large rakes along the bottom of the lake to gather stone, mainly Dundas shale, and then
lifted it into the ship. This stone was used to construct many buildings in Toronto, as well
as in Port Credit and its surrounding communities. Other industries such as the St.
Lawrence Starch Works (1889-1989) ill and the Port Credit Brick Yard (1891-1927)
provided employment for many local residents. In 1932 L.B.Lloyd built an oil refinery on
the old brick yard site and operated by a succession of operators culminating in its'
purchase by a division of Texaco who operated it until its closing in 1985.
Port Credit became a police village in 1909 and was formally incorporated as a village in
1914. Port Credit acquired Town status in 1961 and was amalgamated into the City of
Mississauga( 1974).
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shape both the Native and
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around him. John Street
was named after John
Jones, Peter's brother, who
was also an influential
1910 Goad Fire Insurance Map. Lakeshore Road was
leader of the community.
then called Toronto Street, and Mississauga Road South
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the subject property is outlined. There is not building
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Development of the village was slow. As shown in the map opposite, there were few
houses and much open land as of 1910.
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Property Description and Neighbourhood Context
The original surveyed lots were 66' (1 chain) wide, and laid out on the East-West
streets, with a depth running to mid block. The creation of building lots on NorthSouth streets, like Mississauga Road South, meant that each new lot contained parts of
two of the original lots. The subject property is 55' wide and 132' (2 chains) deep.
The house is set back about 30' from the front lot line-similar to, but not identical
with neighboring setbacks. This kind of informally approximate setbacks is a
characteristic feature of village plans, in contrast to more formal town and city plans.
The house is almost, but not exactly aligned with the lot lines, and is set slightly north
of the centre-again the village informality. There is a paved driveway on the wider,
south side of the lot. The front door is accessed by a walk from the driveway.
There is a large deciduous front yard tree, offset to the North. There are also
background trees-a large evergreen along the South lot line, and fairly large
deciduous trees along the North, East, and South lot lines. The presence of trees as
framing and background for buildings is another characteristic of village plans, as
contrasted with the linear planting of street trees found in towns and cities. This is a
significant aspect of the heritage character of the streets cape in the District.
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The house in context: Informal village tree
pattern is evident. Neighbour to the south has
had a large 2 nd storey addition.

Neighbour to the north is a 2-storey house, not
shown on the 1910 Goad map, but probably
fairly old.

The mix in the District is epitomized in this
image from Lake Street. A 19th century
Loyalist cottage (?) next to a post-modernist
"monster home".

Again, the mix of old and new. The
consistency of the streetscape lies in the
generally 1- to 2-storey scale of the houses,
and the informal tree pattern.

The next house to the north is a 1960s
bungalow, and the next is a 19th Century
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Existing Building Description:

The building is a one-storey,
hipped roof, three bay house,
having a central entrance door
with windows on either side. The
house
style
is
Edwardian
Classicism, which is probably
more familiar in its 2-storey
version (see second picture to the
left).
the waning days of the
Edwardian style, some Arts-andCrafts details began to be added to
Edwardian designs. In this house,
a
massive
Arts-and-Crafts
fireplace lives happily with
Edwardian door and window trim.
The interior trim is identical in
detail to that in my own Toronto
house, an Edwardian which dates
from about 1920.

In

43 Mississauga Road South in 1980, from the
City website's pictorial archive. The original
brick cladding is still visible, but has been
painted black. The brick porch columns are
probably not original, which would have been
like those shown in the picture below.

The Edwardian style is more familiar in its 2storey form. This example is from the
GOlmley HCD in Richmond Hill.
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Arts-and-Crafts firenlace: heavy and
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The front door is a modem replacement, and
the exterior door trim has been damaged or
obscured by the installation of aluminum
siding.

Although the fIreplace and the interior
trim at doors and windows are intact,
the exterior has lost all of its heritage
defIning attributes, with the exception
of the original roofline. Doors and
windows are modem replacements.
The original brick cladding has been
fIrst, painted black, and subsequently
covered with aluminum siding over
plywood and foam. Exterior door and
window trim has been removed or
damaged in aid of the installation of
the aluminum siding. Original sills
have been covered in synthetic stone
cladding.
The original classical columns on
brick piers, supporting the porch roof,
have been replaced by the brick
1980
columns shown in the
photograph, which have subsequently
been covered in cladding. The porch
railings are modem powder-coated
steel replacements.
The original brick foundation has been
covered with a synthetic stone
cladding. The rear elevation has been
covered by a modem flat-roofed
family room addition, and a
subsequent glass-roofed sum-oom has
been subsequently added on the north
side of that addition.

Porch railing is modem metal replacement.

Aluminum siding has been installed over
foam and plyWood, probably damaging
13

Heritage Evaluation:
I will make use of Ontario Regulation
9/06 to evaluate the heritage aspect of
the property. The Regulation reads as
follows:
Ontario Regulation 9/06
Made under the Ontario Heritage
Act
Criteria for determining Cultural
Heritage Value or Interest

Windows are modern replacements.
Window trim has been removed to install
siding. Original sills are covered with
synthetic stone. The 'shutters' are modern
decorative elements-there would have been
no original shutters.

Criteria
1.
(1) The criteria set out in
subsection (2) are prescribed for the
(1)(a) of
purposes of Clause 29
the Act.
(2) A property may be
designated under section 29 of the Act
if it meets one or more of the
following criteria for determining
whether it is of cultural heritage value
or interest.
1. The property has design value or
physical value because it,
i. is a rare, unique, representative or
early example of a style, type
expression, material or construction
method,

The entire rear of the house is a modern
addition, plus a glass-roofed sumoom. The
triangular patch on the original hipped roof
shows where an original back kitchen porch
entrance would have been.

ii. displays a high degree of
craftsmanship or artistic merit, or
iii. demonstrates a high degree of
technical or scientific achievement.
2. The propelty has historical value or
associative value because it,
i. has direct associations with a
theme, event, belief, person, activity,
organization or institution that is
significant to a community.
ii. yields, or has the potential to yield,
information that contributes to the
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understanding of a community or culture, or
iii demonstrates or reflects the work or ideas of an architect, artist, builder,
designer or theorist who is significant to a community.
3. The property has contextual value because it,
i. is important in defining, maintaining or supporting the character of an area,
ii. is physically, functionally, visually or historically linked to its surroundings,
or
iii. is a landmark.

Criterion 1: The building is a modest Edwardian cottage. In my professional opinion it is
not a rare, unique, or early example of its type. In its original construction, it might have
been said to be a representative example only. Due to the subsequent interventions to its
exterior fabric, the original character has been irretrievably lost. The property does not
display a high degree of craftsmanship, artistic merit, or technical or scientific
achievement. In my professional opinion, the property does not meet the threshold for
designation for design or physical value.
Criterion 2: The property does not have direct associations with a theme, event, belief,
activity, organization or institution that is significant to the community. Although the
chain of ownership is known, they are not owners of great significance to the community.
The property does not yield information that contributes to the understanding of the
community or culture. The property does not demonstrate the work or ideas of a known
architect, builder, designer or theorist who is significant to the community. In my
professional opinion, the property does not meet the threshold for designation for
historical of associative value.
Criterion 3: The degradation of the original fabric of the building reduces its contextual
value considerable. It cannot be said to be important in defining the character of the area.
To the extent that it maintains or supports the character of the area, it is not the building
fabric that contributes to its value. The contextual value of the property, in supporting
the character of the District, lies in the mature trees, with their informal village-type
disposition, and the fact that the building is consistent with general 1- and 2-storey scale
found on most of the properties in the District.
In my professional opinion, the landscaping of the property, and the scale of the building

supports the character of the District, although the building itself is not important in
supporting the character of the district. In other words, an alteration to the existing
building, or a replacement building, designed to be consistent with the scale and style
characteristics of the District, and that preserves the mature trees, would have a similar
role in supporting the character of the District.
The building is not physically, visually, or historically linked to its sUlToundings, beyond
its role in supporting the neighbourhood character noted above. The most immediate
neighbours are a mix of 1- and 2-storey buildings of various ages and styles. It shares the
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residential function with most properties in the District, but this is a matter for the Zoning
By-law, not the Heritage Act to regulate. The property is not a landmark.
In my professional opinion, the building does not meet the threshold for designation for
contextual value, although the contextual values related to the informal placement of
mature trees, and a building scale consistent with the character of the District should be
preserved in any proposal.

To summarize: In my professional opinion the property does not meet the criteria for
designation under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act. Nevertheless, any proposed
alterations to the property should preserve the landscape, streetscape, and architectural
character of the District, under Part V of the Act.

View of Mississauga rd. Note farmhouse at mid left is still on Mississauga Rd.S.
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PREVIOUS OWNERS OF PROPERTY
Owners of 43 Mississauga Road, South}
Refer to Appendix A for land registry abstracts
-1899 Oct. 5th, From: WALTER CHARLES HARE to MARK BLOWER JR
-1919 June 18 th , From: MARK BLOWER to EMILY J BURROUGHS
-1929 July 10th, From: EMILY JBURROUGHS to ERNEST TREAD
-1929 Oct.ih, From: ERNEST T HEAD to FRANK BROGNA
-1967 Aug 1st, From: RINALDO BROGNA, ALBA MONACO and JOSEPH B.
BROGNA, extrs
of FRANK BROGNA Est to MARIA D 'AURIZIO
-1977 June lOt\ From: MARlA D'AURIZIO to EMILE J,. and GERMAINE
GODIN
-1985 Mar 29 th, From: EMILE J. and GERMAINE N. GODIN to the ROYAL
BANK of CANADA
-1999 Mar 3rd , From: ROYAL BANK OF CANADA to EMILE JOSEPH and
GERMAINE GODIN
-2003 June 13 th, From: EMILE AND GERMAINE GODIN to UWE BUSCH
-2010 June 10th, From: UWE BUSCH to MARCELLO GAETANO
-2010 Jan 19th, From: MARCELLO GAETANO to MUHAMMAD SIDDIQI

I

Mathew Wilkinson, Heritage Mississauga Historian (Consultation)
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STATISTICS OF PROJECT
The Lot itself is 55' by 132' or 16.76m by 40.23m. It resides in Ward 1. The
municipal address is 43 Mississauga Rd, South. The lot is also known as "Pmt
Lots 9 and 10, north side of Lake St., Registered plan 300, City of Mississ auga,
County of Peel.. The area of the lot is 7260.0 sq.ft. or 674.47m.sq .. It is
accessible by an asphalt driveway and is connected to municipal services.
The subject property is designated low density residential in Old Port Credit. The
zoning is R-15-1. (See Pg 10 for site plan of existing house).
This Zoning allows for a structure with the following requirements.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

Gross floor area of 169 m.sq. +.20 times the lot area(Max 305m.sq.)
Minimum landscape area of 40% of lot area
Minimum Front Yard of5.0 m
Minimum Sideyards of3.0m and l.2m
Maximum Height of 9.20 m
Maximum eaves height of 6.8m
Maximum encroachment of a front porch of 1.8m
Minimum setback of front of garage of 3.0m
Maximum gross floor area of garage of 30m.sq.
Maximum coverage of 40% oflot
Minimum rear yard of 7.5m
Maximum Driveway width of 8.5m

The intent is to construct the new addition in conformity with the zoning so there
are no zoning issues. The zoning figures will be as follows:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

G.F.A. will be 303.42 m.sq. where 314.2m.sq. is allowed
There will be a landscaped area of 378.3 9 m.sq. or 55%
The front yard will remain the same at 9.1m
The sideyards will be l.2m and 3.0 m
The new roof height will be 8.84m
The eaves height will be 6.45m
The porch will not project into the front yard allowable as it remains
were it is at 7.26m
The garage will be setback from the front of the house by II.2m
The garage will have a G.F.A. of29.5 m.sq.
All the structures will have a coverage of 187.01m.sq. or 27.72%
The rear yard will be 13.22m
Driveway width will be 4.26m
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In following the conditions of the Municipal agencies there issues will be addressed
under the Site Plan process. The development and design department of Mississauga
City Hall will address Zoning compliance, grading, deposits and securities, Traffic and
Hoarding. The Landscape department will be crucial in maintaining the preservation of
the cultural heritage of the Trees with securities and Hoarding.
With the Building division the elements of structural integrity will follow today's Ontario
Building Code. Plumbing, heating site grading and Transportation and works issues will
be followed in maintaining the standards of today' s development of houses. There will be
little issues for transpOliation and works as the grading of the property will be maintained
as it is and the existing driveway entrance will remain.

THE PROPOSED HOUSE
The original house is an Edwardian House built in the 1920s. Based on the opinion of the
Heritage Professional the proposal will be a symbolic conversion that would retain some
of the architectural qualities of the original house. The house would be widened from 25'
to 32'. The overall depth will be increased to 58'0". The exterior of the house will be
returned to the original brick fayade by either cleaning the brick of the black paint or by
using an antique brick that would be similar to the time period. Double and single hung
wood windows would be employed to replace the existing windows and this would
follow a more Edwardian style.
The same style medium pitched roof would be used on the new house. This would retain
the character of the original house at the front. The front would become a 2 storey house
and only be brick for 2/3rds of the new house depth. This patt would be 32' wide and 37'
deep and would be the part of the house that is sympathetic with the character of the
original house. At the rear of the house a structure would be created that would echo the
idea of a modern addition. This section would be 18'0"X 32'0" and would be sided with
either horizontal wood siding or cedar shakes reflecting that of an addition. Then at the
front of the house the front porch would be restored to its original brick columns or using
a typical Edwardian post style of brick and wood. To make the front porch more
Edwardian wood lintels would be added below the pediment.
The chimney would be simply ornamental and non-working and would only be included
in plans if deemed neceSSalY by heritage Mississauga as there would be no functional
use.
The new garage would be set back 37' from the front of the house so as to not interfere
with the cultural heritage of the front of the house. Furthermore the garage door would
be a palladian styled door to keep the heritage value consistent throughout the front visual
context.
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The interior layout would create an open concept main floor that would accommodate a
larger family with spacious accommodation and open vistas to the rear garden. The
second floor would create 3 appropriate sized bedrooms and
a master ensuite at the rear for a total of four bedrooms. There would be a private
balcony at the rear that would give the tenants a view of the lake, or at least Saddington
Park. There would be a rear yard of 43' 0" X55' 0" for the owners to provide a landscaped
private garden.
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Appendix:

Project Conservation Principles

The conservation approach for the property at 43 Mississauga Road South relies on
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada, published
by Parks Canada-hereinafter referred to as Standards and Guidelines. Briefly stated, it
provides guidance for planning and executing conservation projects on identified historic
places. The chart below, from the introduction to the document, shows how it is to be
used.

--Standards 1·9

Standards 1·12

Standards
1·9,13,14

General guidelines for preserving and repairing

Replacing

Adding

Replacing
Removing
Recreating

Archaeological sites
Landscapes
Buildings
Engineering Works

Identify Heritage Value and Character-Defining Elements:
The principal heritage value to be addressed in a Heritage Conservation District is the
character of the District, which I believe lies primarily in the scale of the buildings and
the character of the landscape and streetscape, as outlined previously. The existing
building has heritage value primarily insofar as it supports this character. The building
itself does not meet the criteria in Ontario Regulation 9/06 for designation under Part IV
of the Ontario Heritage Act, notwithstanding the fact that it is the original house built on
the lot. The principle character-defining elements of the building are its now-obscured
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Edwardian style, including the hipped roof, the simple design of the main mass with
unadorned punched windows, and the original classical detailing of its porch.

In my professional opinion, the loss of original doors, windows, cladding and details

make it a candidate for alteration or replacement so as to create a home suitable as a
modem family dwelling-so long as the changes made on the property continue to
support the heritage character of the District.
Determine the Primary Treatment:
The proposed alteration to the property involved are-imagination of the existing building
as a two-storey home. The primary treatment for the landscape will be considered a
Preservation project under the terms of the Standards and Guidelines, and the existing
mature trees will be preserved.. The primary treatment of the building will be considered
a Rehabilitation project, which includes the addition of a second storey, and the
restoration of original design elements which have been lost through unsympathetic
alterations to the building over the years.
Review Standards:
The project involves the addition of a second storey to the building so as to create a
dwelling usable to a modem family, and it includes the restoration of deftning design
elements of the original Edwardian style, such as red brick exterior cladding, windows of
an appropriate design, and a classically-detailed front porch. I use the term re-imagining
to describe the project, because I believe an appropriate approach is imagining what
might have been built had the original owner been able to afford a two-storey house.
Although a majority of the District's houses are 1- and 1 Yi -storeys, a substantial
minority, of the 19th and early 20th century house are 2- or 2 Yi storeys high. I believe
that this approach preserves the most signiftcant heritage aspects of the District, by
maintaining the style, scale, streetscape, and landscape elements consistent with the
original qualities found in the District. In other words, I believe that we are creating a
"new design that is compatible with the style, era, and character of the historic place", in
the words of the Standards and Guidelines.
Balancing Other Considerations:
Considerations that have led to the proposed project include:
•
Provision of a modem dwelling that will ensure the continuing use of the
building.
•
Provision of a modem building envelope to meet requirements of thermal and
energyefftciency.
•
Provision of modem building systems to meet requirements of safety and
environmental concerns.
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Conservation Objectives:

The aim of our project is to conserve the heritage character of the Port Credit Village
Heritage Conservation District, in terms of architectural style, building scale, and
landscape and streetscape characteristics. The aim of the architectural design is to reimagine the original building as a two-storey dwelling, while restoring those elements of
the original Edwardian design that have been lost in subsequent alterations.
The Landscape Elements:

The landscape elements of the existing mature trees will be preserved. As noted
previously, this is one of the predominant heritage-defining elements of the Heritage
Conservation District.
The Proposed Building:
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The proposed building is designed to reflect the principal architectural characteristics that
the existing house exhibited when it was originally constructed. These are characteristics
found in the Edwardian Classic style:
•

Brick fayade-the most common Edwardian exterior material;

•

Punched windows, without exterior trim;
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•

Larger windows downstairs compared to upstairs;

•

Paired windows upstairs on the front elevation--common detail, especially in later
houses;

•

Very simple building mass-no quoins, no polychromy;

•

Sedate and settled quality-neither vertical nor horizontal emphasis predominates;

•

Classically detailed front porch-architrave details derived fi:om antiquity;

•

Mixed porch supports of stone-capped brick piers topped with Doric columns.

In addition, the provision of a garage (not present on the existing building) is mitigated
by its being detailed to reflect the design of the main building, and by being set well back
from the main front wall.

Although heritage theory frowns on demolitions, I don't believe that executing this
proposal as a new building, rather than an addition, would affect the heritage qualities of
the building insofar as its compatibility with the character of Heritage District. Given
the difficulties involved in retaining the existing fabric-extremely low basement, uninsulated solid brick walls-I would recommend new constmction as best able to meet
modern use and energy requirements.

Conclusions:

In my professional opinion, the proposed design is a skillful rendition of an historically
appropriate architectural style, reflecting the architectural style of the original building,
and respectful of the heritage characteristics of the Port Credit Village Heritage
Conservation District. I believe that it could serve as an example for infill in the District,
when compared with many ofthe post-modern houses built there over the past decade.

The proposed building will meet the owner's requirements for long-term use as a
dwelling for his extended family. By ensuring continued use of the property, in a form
that is compatible with the character of the District, the proposal enhances, rather than
detracts from, the character of Port Credit Village.
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About The Authors:
The Heritage Professional:
Paul Oberst is an architect and heritage professional. He works from his Queen St.
office with fellow architect Phillip Carter. Paul has a long history of working with
heritage properties all over Ontario. Included in the appendices is an extended bio of
Paul and his work. Paul currently resides in Toronto, Canada.
The Designer:
John Pinkney is a graduate of the Ontario College of Art and Design in
environmental design. John has previously worked on heritage properties in both
Oakville and Toronto. He has spent most of his career designing houses and working in
the construction field. He has the BCIN licensing from the Ministry of housing.
He currently works and resides in Mississauga, Ontario.
The Owner
Muhammad Siddiqi has a B.A in History from York University. Muhammad
currently works in the property management and childcare industries. He currently
resides in Mississauga, Ontario.
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PAUL OBERST, OAA, BArch, CAHP
CURRICULUM VITAE
EDUCATION
1970 B. ARCH (WITH DISTINCflON)

University of Michigan

PROFESSIONAL mSTORY
1993 - Present

Paul Oberst Architect, Principal

1995-Present

Consultant to:
Phillip H. Carter Architect

1994-1996

Consultant to:
R. E. Barnett Architect

1989 - 1993

Designer
Gordon Cheney Architect mc.

1984 - 1989

Paul Oberst Design, Principal

1981-1984

Designer
Lloyd Alter Architect

1973-1981

Major Works Building, Principal

SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE:
HERITAGE PROJECTS
For Lloyd Alter Architect
Contact Lloyd Alter, 416-656-8683
Beverley Street Row, Toronto,
Renovation and preservation, 1982
This project was part of the redevelopment of a largely
vacant city block. The developer chose to preserve this
16-house Victorian row, an enlightened attitude for the
time.

Mr. Oberst worked on several of the houses in the
project, with responsibilities including design,
construction documents, and field review.
The Beverley Street project preserved a large
Victorian row of 16 houses, maintaining their original
use as single-family dwellings. It was nominated for
an Ontario Renews Award.

McCabe Houses, 174-178 St.George Street, Toronto
restoration for adaptive re-use, 1982
Mr. Oberst assisted in working drawings and field
review.

For Lloyd Alter Architect
Fulton-Vanderburgh House, Richmond Hill,
exterior restoration, 1984
This project was part of a development agreement for
farmland south of Richmond Hill. CAPHC member
David Fayle was the LACAC liaison.
Mr. Oberst handled the project, having full
responsibility for design, construction documents, and
field review.

The Fulton-Vanderburgh House in Richmond Hill, after
its restoration. Built around 1810, this is the oldest house
in York Region

For Phillip H. Carter Architect and Planner
Contact Phillip Carter, 416-504-6497
Woodstock Public Library,
Restoration, addition, and renovations, 1996
Mr. Oberst assisted in the production of working
drawings and wrote the specifications.
Port Hope Public Library, restoration, addition and
renovations, 2000
Mr. Oberst wrote the specifications.
\1\/",,,I"I.,t,,,'1< Public Library. Phillip Carter's
project combined sensitive alterations and an
addition with the restoration of one of Ontario's
finest Carnegie libraries.

For Paul Oberst Architect
The Dominion Bank
2945 Dundas Street W., Toronto
Restoration, addition, and
renovation, 2002
This 1915 bank by JohnM. Lyle
Architect was converted to a
commercial residential building
with a penthouse addition, set
back 2.3m from the building line,
and following the curve of the
fa~ade.

Setting back the third-floor addition allowed the restored bank building to retain
its street presence, and maintain the detail significance of the cornice and
entry-bay decoration. Preservation Services provided oversight for work
under the fagade improvement program.

The original structure was restored
under a local fa~ade improvement
program, including cleaning and
installation of replacement l-over1 double hung windows on the
second floor.

Medland Lofts
2925 Dundas Street W., Toronto
Restoration, addition, and renovation,
2005
This Art Deco building was in extreme
disrepair following an uncompleted
renovation. The completed project
provided 10 residential and 3 commercial
condominium units. It contributes to the
revitalization of the Junction commercial
area.
This building has a set-back addition similar to the one at the Dominion
Bank across the street. In this case the penthouse has a Modeme
design, reflecting the Art Deco style of the original building.

For Paul Oberst Architect
Victora Lofts
152 Annette Street, Toronto
Residential Conversion,
Currently in approval stage.
The 1890 Victoria-Royce Presbyterian
Church was designed by Knox and Elliot,
who were also the architects for the
Confederation Life building on Yonge
Street. In 2005, the parish ceased
operation, no longer having sufficient
members to maintain this large and
important heritage building.
The project will preserve and restore the
building envelope and many of the interior
features, and will provide 34 residential
condominiums.

Balconies behind the original arches double the window area to meet
the requirements of residential use, without cutting new openings in
the historic masonry structure.

Significant elements that will not be used
in the project, like the 1908 Casavant
organ, and the enormous stained glass
windows will be preserved intact in new
homes at other churches.

HERITAGE DISTRICTS
In association with Phillip H. Carter Architect and
Planner
Co1lingwood Downtown Heritage Conservation
District Study andPlan, 2001-2002
Kleinburg-Nashville Heritage Conservation District
Study and Plan, 2002-2003
Old Burlington Village Heritage Conservation
District Study, 2004-2005. Resulted in our Urban
Design Guidelines for the downtown.
Northeast Old Aurora Heritage Conservation
District Study and Plan, 2005-2006. Received
Honourable Mention (2 nd place nationally) in the
Neighbourhood Plans category-Canadian Institute of
Planning, 2007.
Village of Maple Heritage Conservation District
Study and Plan, 2006-2007.
Buttonville Heritage Conservation District Study and
Plan, underway.

I

I

Thornhill Markham Heritage Conservation District
Study and Plan, 2007.
Thornhill Vaughan Heritage Conservation District
Study and Plan, 2007.
Gormley Heritage Conservation District Study and
Plan, 2008
Kettleby Heritage Conservation District Study and
Plan, suspended by Council.

J'I'

·~.t.

worked on all but two of the Heritage
District Plans that are in place or underway in York
Region.
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Talk qfpreserving
heritage a fa~ade
Zoning change to
SpadiIia will raze
historic buildings

;rOE FIORITO

City column'ist

IW

alk slowly up Spadina,
from Dundas to College;
it doesn't take much time. Get
: yourself some barhecued duck,
: a bowl ofpho, a bag of star fruit
and keep walking. Look closely
at the buildings as you walk.
Under decades of neglect and

I

cheap signage

yOU

shape. She said that the CCOnOffiiciofpreservation were generally equivalent to the economics of
Continu.d!romPag.A16
demolition.
Among the more notable bulldCathy Nasmith, another herings are: the Standard, a Yiddish itage expert, noted that there
theatre that morphed into the were whole blocks of Spadinll
Vietory Burlesque which in turn worth presctving - including
became the Golden Harvest Chi- one stretch of 11 Victorian buildnese Theatre, at 285 Spa dina; ings in a row. When challenged
Grossman's Tavern, at 377; the by a lawyer who said that fa98des
house where Red Emma-Gold- could easily be preserved as a
man lay in state upon-her death, part of redovelopment, she obat 346; an~Broadway Hall, once served succinctly, "If there is a
used by the Women's Christian heritsge scale, with demolition at
Thmperance Union, at 450 Spad- one end and renovation at the
other, I'd say saving a fac;ade is
ina.
Margie Zeidler, one of the few one step up from demolition." In
developers in town who pre- any cose, there's nO way to enserves heritage buildings for a force the preservation offat;ades_
And that is a rather brutal sumliving, noted that many of the
buildings on this stretch of the mary of a day's worth of argustreet Were architecturallv out- ments and cross-examinations.
standirlg, and in reaso'nable A couple of questions:

!

Kool-Aid.

will see a

streetscape of handsome bay
windows, latticed brick and old
stone cornices - the remnants
ofVictorian Thronto.
Now listen carefully: Hidden
in the noise of traffic, there is
another, softer sound - landlords rubbing their hands,
lawyers drafting agreements,
wrecking crews licking their
i!hops.
Final argoments over a zoning
change to Spadina Avenue have
just been heard by the Ontario
Municipal Board; If the change'
is approved, those old buildings
may topple like dominoes.
Th boil it down: Certain developers want a change in zoning
to allow an increase in the density of the street, which would
make the narrow little properties on Spa dina more valuable
as real estate, which in turn
would make it easy for somebody with the cash to bundle up
several of the narrow lots into
larger parcels for redevelopment - I.e., demolition.
City council has approved the

Better safe than sorry?
SPADINA

cbange, in spite of staff recommenda!ions to the contrary. Perhaps council believes a denser,
post-deyelopment Spawna will
stilllook.llke Spadina, only better, healthier, more vibrant; and
perhaps one day the fire hydrants will be filled with cherry
It could happen, but it ain't likely.
1 went to the offices of the
OMB last Friday, to listen as the
opposition made its case.

I was won over.
Architect and neighbourhood
resident Paul Oberst led the argomenta by calling a planner for
the city, Suzanne Pringle. She
explained that if the density
along that strip of Spa dina wele
increased, it would make it easy
to ass~mble small lots. However, in ol«!er to achieve the proposed density, it would be necessary to demolish what's there
and rebuild.
Next, heritage expert Marcia
Cuthbert testified that there are
a number of architecturally significant buildings along this
stretch of Spadina that ought to
be considered historic properties. They have not yet been des,
ignated as such, partly because
the heritage board is overworked, and partly becRuse of
delajll caused by omalgamation.
S •• SP.ADINA Dn Page .AI7

Why is it that when you knock a
building doWn, what goes up in
, its place is generally uglier? Why
don't we force developers to pay a
price for zoning changes that
give them profits they don't
earn? Why, when it comes to
Thronto's Irreplaceable architectural heritage, don't we take the
position,that it's better to be safe
than sorry? And why don't we
follow the example of certain,
wn, world-class cities - London,
Paris, Edinburgh - and encouragep~rvation?

~

I'm not one of those guys who
thinks old is intrinsically good;
neither am I certaln that w~
should erase, deface, or reface
ou~ common heritage for the
sakeofafewbucks.
It's worth noting that the OMB
rarely rules against n decision
taken by city council, but it has
happened. Yes, and the water in
the hydrants could run sweet
nndre<!.
National Post

Mr. Oberst was the "Party",
before the Ontario Municipal
Board,
opposing
an
application for rezoning and
Official Plan Amendment on
Spadina Avenue in Toronto
in
2001.
Rezoning
threatened 113 heritage
properties on one kilometre
of street frontage.
He organized and presented
the case to the OMB, with
the assistance of residents
and many heritage activists.
Joe Fiorito's column, to the
left, provides a succinct
narration.

Mr. Oberst continues to
work on heritage issues in
the neighbourhood, being
involved in the designation
of Kensington Market as a
National Historic Site, and
the preservation of the
historic parish of Saint
Stephen-in-the-Fields.

Contact:
Catherine N asmith
416-598-4144

OTHER ARCIDTECTURAL WORK
Building ariaptalio

Jury comments
The commDAil~ .. driJll!n
dtvtlo,,,.nl pncII$" rQr Ibis
prajlet is ummtndlilit IUd .,

RESIDENTIAL

Ihis r-.sid.nUat pr.j.c'
dUerns ungDllion tht goes

Kensington Market Lofts
Condominium Conversion, George Brown
College Kensington Campus, $13,000,000

IUl;h

h)'Glid 11$ slUt. tn;:hil.thlul
'rulmul and physical fOIl'lL

A ,klll,ul rohabilltalio. I' •
surplus flulldlnl not only '0'
fetldenlill USI bIt lin wUh
Idjn.enl Spates lht hiVe

bun rd.plul ta the lIi$U1I1
bloom .r Ihl •• llhb • .,b.oj.

.lrtl'lll.tl

.,,,,,lIl, .... ,IIAr4iilul,lI.
'."'10,(111 ;",1111,*,1111 loll'll V~lthllf

The building on the left was originally a 1927 elementary school. The
building on the right was the 1952 Provincial Institute of Trades.
Although this is not a restoration project, it retained the main aspects of
these traditionalist and early-modern buildings. ThIs contrasts with the
advice of a City consultant that they be demolished and replaced with
an 8-storey tower.

Design partner, in joint venture with R.E.
Barnett Architect.
At the Toronto Architecture and Urban
Design Awards 2000 the jury created the
new category of 'Adaptive Re-use' to
recognize this project and the Roundhouse.
Since it was a new category, we received
an honourable mention rather than an
award.

St John's Lofts
Condominium Conversion, 1 St. John's
Road, Toronto, $1,000,000
Design partner, in joint venture with R.E.
Barnett Architect

COMMERCIAL
Retail/Apartment Building, 80 Kensington Avenue, Toronto, $400,000
Designer for Paul Oberst Architect
Kings Tower, 393 King Street West Toronto, 12 Storey mixed use building, $10M
Designer for Gordon Cheney Architect Inc
Office Building, 2026 Yonge Street Toronto, 3 Storey mixed use building, $3M
Designer for Lloyd Alter Architect
THEATRE WORK
Set designer, A Ride Across Lake Constance, by Peter Handke
New Theatre, Toronto 1975
Set and Costume designer, The Curse of the Starving Class, by Sam Shepard
New Theatre, Toronto, 1979

COMMUNITY WORK
Kensington Market Working Group
-Board Member
1994-97& 2000-2001.
-Secretary 1994-97.
Kensington Market Action Committee,
-Board Member 2001-2002.

WRITINGS
Founding Editor of A.S.
A student architecture journal

University of Michigan, 1968-70

Founding Co-editor of FILE Megazine

Toronto, 1972

Author of How Modern is Tomorrow?

File Megazine, Toronto, 1980

Originator and author of
Rear Elevation essay series

Toronto Society of Architects Journal, 1994-1996

PUBLICATION OF WORK
Kensington Market Lofts is listed in: EastlWest: A Guide to Where People Live In Downtown Toronto
Edited by Nancy Byrtus, Mark Fram, Michael McClelland. Toronto: Coach House Books, 2000

Class Acts, by John Ota, Toronto Star, May 20,2001, describes a Kensington unit in the old elementary
school.
Urban Arcadia, By Merike Weiler,
City & Country Home, April 1990
Customizing your Condo, by Kathleen M. Smith
Canadian House and Home, October 1989
A Place of Your Own, by Charles Oberdorf and Mechtilde Hoppenrath,
Homemaker's Magazine, November 1980
The Invention of Queen Street West, by Debra Sharpe
The Globe & Mail Fanfare section, January 10, 1980
Alternatives, by Charles Oberdorf and Mechtilde Hoppenrath,
Homemaker's Magazine, April 1979
Various accounts, reviews and/or photographs of heritage work, furniture designs, theatre design work, and
exhibitions.
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43 Mississauga road south
Addendum
Prepared by Paul Oberst Heritage Architect
Johny Pinkey designer
Muhammad Siddiqi

JUN 1 9 2&'\2

Demolition is being requested on the property 43 Mississauga rd south for two main reasons.
The first reason being due to construction and health issues. The second reason is to better suit the
streetscape and overall look and feel of the district plan in conjunction with the communities support
and involvement with the demolition proposal.

On subsequent investigation of the foundations it appears that there has been some damage to
the brick foundation due to flooding from a water heater breaking. The water heater broke due to old
age. Since no one was occupying the premise the leak was discovered after some time. Furthermore
mold has developed as result and there are now health issues that will be resolved with the demolition
of the property. Since the basement is approximately 5'7 underpinning will be required and as a result
of the new damage there may be some difficulties with the constructions aspects of the mentioned
plans in the original heritage application. This is one of the reason in which demolitions is requested.

The second reason for the demolition request is due to involvement with the community. As
the community became aware of construction plans they approached me by contacting Counsellor Jim
Tovey who contacted and facilitated a meeting between myself and the community. Due to the nature
of the changes to the house as well as the physical location of the house being on an angle as well as a
fair distance behind my adjacent neighbours, it was proposed that demolition should be permitted. This
is because demolition will allow the house to improve the overall look of the neighbourhood while
allowing everyone to enjoy the community. With the former plans that were presented to heritage due
to the physical location ofthe house on the lot and the massing of the proposed house the

neighbourhood would be disproportionate. This is because the house would stick out to far in the rear
yard and the community brought this to my attention at great concern. The demolition would allow the
house to be moved up approximately 10 feet thus negating the boxed in feeling the community was
having and would now be in line with my neighbours house and straight instead of being on an odd
angle. The plans that have been submitted to you have been approved and endorsed by the
community and I will also include a document the community has provided me for support in this issue.

Note: due to topological grading issues the garage cannot be located anywhere else on the property
otherwise it would not meet city grading requirements. The only changes that have been done from the
prior submission in terms ofthe house is the location ofthe house on the lot, the detachment of the
garage and the modification of the 1" story street facing windows from single windows to double
windows. All changes have been done with the communities support

Re: Neighbours' Letter of Support for DEMOLITION Permit re: 43
Mississauga Road South SPI 11/089. 'A' 91/12
From: Dorothy Tomiul< (TOpeA) (dtomiuk@topca.net)
Sent: May-04-12 5:54:28 PM
To:

Jim Tovey (Ward 1) Uim.tovey@mississauga.ca); George Carlson (Chair, HAC) (george.carlson@mississauga.ca); Bob
Cutmore (HAC) (bobcutmore@gmaiJ.com); Richard Collins (TOPCA) (chessie@teksavvy.com); David Martin (Secretary,
C. of Adjustment) (dave.martin@mississauga.ca); rob.hughes@mississauga.ca; Ray Poitras
(Ray.Poitras@mississauga.ca); Michael Pebesma (MichaeI.Pebesma@mississauga.ca);
giancarlo.tedesco@mississauga.ca; Muhammad Siddiqi (Muhammad.5iddiqi@hotmail.com); Stephanie Segreti
(Stephanie.5egreti@mississauga.ca); Julie Lavertu (L.Cl (Julie.Lavertu@mississauga.ca)

Cc:

Sandy & John Moher Usmoher@gmail.com); Bill & Linda Barkhouse (blbarkhouse@rogers.com); Lilia D'Ovidio
(lilia.dovidio@sympatico.ca); Pat D'Aurizio (pat.daurizio@nbpcd.com); Nancy Sweete & Kaye Donovan
(kaye.nan@rogers.com); Jack King (four.kings@sympatico.ca); Renee Szuhai (rszuhai@yahoo.ca); Ryan Hunwicks
(ryan@britonhouse.com)

Hi AII- Sorry for the delay, but in follow-up to yesterday's C of A hearing, to let you know that the Owner
(Muhammad) was successful in his request for a deferral (to Thurs. June 14), and the next step is the meeting
with Coun. Jim Tovey. Thanks to Kaye, Jack and lilia who also attended in support. Onwards, D.
From: Dorothy Tomiuk (TOPCA)
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2012 10:01 AM
To: Jim Tovey (Ward 1) ; George Carlson (Chair. HAC) ; Bob Cutmore (HAC) ; Richard Collins (TOPCA) ; David Martin
(Secretary, c. of Adjustment) ; rob.hughes@mississauga.ca ; Ray Poitras; Michael Pebesma ;
giancarlo.tedesco@mississauga.ca ; Muhammad Siddigi ; Stephanie Segreti ; Julie lavertu (l.C.)
Cc: Sandy & John Moher; Bill & Linda Barkhouse; Lilia D'Ovidio ; Pat D'Aurizio ; Nancy Sweete & Kaye Donovan; Jack
King; Renee Szuhai ; Ryan Hunwlcks
Subject: Neighbours' letter of Support for DEMOUTION Permit re: 43 Mississauga Road South SPI 11/089, 'A' 91/12
April 30, 2012
TO THE ATTENTION OF:
Jim Tovey, Councillor, Ward 1
George Carlson, Chair, Heritage Advisory Committee (HAC)
Bob Cutmore, Member, Heritage Advisory Committee and Member, TOPCA's OPCV Heritage Committee
Richard Collins, TOPCA liaison, OPCV Heritage Committee
David Martin, Secretary, Committee of Adjustment
Rob Hughes, Planner, Committee of Adjustment
Ray Poitras, Manager, Development South, Development and Design Division
Michael Pebesma, Site Plan Technologist, Development and Design Division
Giancarlo Tedesco, Development Engineering Review, Transportation and Works
CC:

RE:

Muhammad Siddiqi, Property Owner, 43 Mississauga Road South

Infill development at 43 Mississauga Road South, Old Port Credit Village Heritage Conservation District

Several residents of the Old Port Credit Heritage District (OPCV) met with the Owner of the above-named
property and the Ward 1 Councillor on April 23, 2012, and arrived at a new plan to move the project forward in
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overall standard grid pattern ofthe neighbourhood. As it stands under the present plan, there will be
"constructive demolition" ofthe existing house, which will be completely subsumed by the new house to be
built around it. The neighbours would prefer a complete demolition so that other practical benefits might be
realized when the new house is built. This approach has also been reviewed by the members of the new OPCV
Heritage Committee formed by the Town of Port Credit Association (TOPCAl, which includes a resident HAC
member (copied).
The Owner has undertaken to:
1. Provide the neighbours with a legal survey of the property to confirm lot size (to be used in the calculation of
the maximum allowable GFA) and boundaries ofthe property

2. Provide a revised arborist's report (per the revised design/site plan) and the plan for the construction
hoarding to protect the existing trees on his and adjoining properties
3. Report back to the neighbours about the grading issues for a proposed detached garage at the rear of the
property (0 meeting is expected to toke place with the Councillor)
4. Provide a revised design/site plan as agreed with the neighbours which will set the house straight on the
property, feature a detached garage and bring the house forward approx. 10 feet on the lot, so that the front
yard set-back is even with the houses on either side (thus minimizing the "wall effect" for the adjoining
backyards)
5. Go to the Committee of Adjustment on May 3, 2012 with local residents to jointly speak to this letter and
request a further deferral to allow time for the next steps to occur
6. Go to the Heritage Advisory Committee (HAC) on May 22 (ideally) to amend his Heritage Permit to include a
detached garage (as preferred by the neighbours and the Heritage District Plan) and apply for a Demolition
Permit (with the neighbours' support via this letter)
7. Apply for a building permit on the basis ofthe new design/site plan, which shall include any mitigation
necessary for the grading issue pertaining to the detached garage
NOTE: In the event that the detached garage is not allowed for any reason, we understand the owner will still
seek a demolition permit in order to gain the other benefits of compatible front yard setback and 'straight'
positioning of the house on the property, and the neighbours support this. See e-mail regarding the detached
garage, further below.
This letter is endorsed by the following neighbours:

Kaye Donovan and Nancy Sweete
47 Mississauga Road South

lole and Lilia D'Ovidio
41 Mississauga Road South
John and Sandy Moher
44 Peter Street South

Renee Szuhai
58 La ke Street
Maria and Patricia D' Aurizio
39 Mississauga Road South
Jack King and Barbara Murck
37 Mississauga Road South
Dorothy and Richard Tomiuk
33 Mississauga Road South
Bill and Linda Barkhouse
34 Peter Street South

Ryan Hunwicks
36 Lake Street

From: Michael Pebesma

Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 3:49 PM
To: Dorothy Tomiuk (TOPCA)
Cc: Ray Poitras; Stephanie Segreti ; Jim Tovey; Dave Martin; George Carlson
Subject: RE: 43 Mississauga Road South: SPI 11/089, 'A' 91/12

Zoning has completed its review of the latest revised submission (March 29) and found that with a detached garage, the
proposal now complies with the Zoning By-law. A variance is therefore no longer required.
Heritage is requesting the garage (only) go back to HAC.

Michael Pebesma, B. Tech., M. Arch.
Site Plan Technologist
Development and Design Division
Planning and Building Department
City of Mississauga
'i/ii'905-615-3200 ext. 5519
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Heritage Property
Permit Application

Co~

Commu,,,
Culture Division
201 City Centre Drive, Sult~ 900
~ississauga. ON L5B 2T4

Helllaga Advisory Committee

FAX: 905-615-3976

www.mlsslssauga.calherttag Planni

a~ w~1 be use~ to process Ihe IppbliOt:l fo

The perwnal informatloo on this fetm Is collected under the aulhority of Ihe Ontario Heritage Act, R.S.O 1990, c.O 18, ... 33 (2), s. 42(2.1)
to iii heritage prDpliriy. QueSIIQns Dout !hIs. CClIlleclIon can be I!Iwcted to the senior Heritage Coonli!ll.tor, 201 City ceolre OtIve, Suite!flOO, Tel.

iI

LOCATION DETAILS

For Office Use Only:'

(Pin.. Print CleIJl~)

Herltage Property. ParmJt .NUOlber:
VViIl the Heritage Ad~iSCiry, CommlHee review be require.;:l?'

a

permit

905-M6-531~.

0

Yes

D

·o~

9 2012

No

Municipal Address: Park #358 (8Arsenal Lands") -1400 Lakeshore Road East. Mlssfssauga

Lega IAdd ress:

CON 3 SDS PT LOTS 4 & 5 RP 43R4461 Rolin 21-05-070-156-16500-0000

C
Property Owner: Toronto ,and Region Conservation Authority Contact Address: 70 Canuel< Avenue, Downsview, ON M3K 2C5

Phone ,(416) 661·6600 x5230

Fax: (416) 667-6276

e-mail address: kdion@trca.on.ea

HERITAGE DESIGNATION BY·LAW NUMBER (if applicable): .::256=-2:::0"'09'----_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
. What type of Permit is Required?
AHeration or addition

o

Demolition

DYes

New Construction

o Yes

0 No
IZI No
IZI No

Repeal of Designation By-law

DYes

I{] No

Is there a corresponding application

I

Yes

Note: Temporary Alteration

such as.

a) Building permit number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

b) Site Plan application number _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c) Rezoning application number - - - - - - - - -

d) Other

Minor Variance Application DA"1B1J12WI

Description of \Nork!to be Completed .Plesse attach drawings, site plans, and photographs to better illustrate the project. These may be required depending on the scale of the projeGt.

This application'is submitted 10 request approval to temporarily place clean fill and concrete (up to 500,000 m3) on the open
space area of the Arsenal Lands, beginning July 2012 with an anlieipated completion date ollate 201712018 in support of the
Lakeview Waterfront Connection Project, a first step of implementing the City of Mississauga's Inspiration Lakeview, Upon
review of the City of Mississauga's Designation Statement, the key heritage attributes which may be in question as it relates
to the proposed slockpile of material, pertain to the water tower and sight lines to the waler tower. Geotechnical studies are
underway to develop a plan that will ensure that the foundation of the tower remains sound. Sight lines of the tower may be
partially impeded for a portion of the time above that the stockpile will exist, from certain directions. No other heritage
elements identified with the Arsenal Lands will be impacted by the proposal.
Drawings, site plans, support documents, and photograph., are attached to further explain the requirements and our
recommendation.
Name: Kenneth Dion

Date: 2012/05/16
YYYY/MMIDD

For Information or assistance please contact "Heritage Planning, Community Services" at 905·615·3200 ext. 5070 or ext. 5385

Form 2241 (10Kl6)

HERITAGE IMPACT STATEMENT OF PROPOSED TEMPORARY STOCKPILE
Park #358 – Arsenal Lands – 1400 Lakeshore Road East, Mississauga
In Support of the Lakeview Waterfront Connection Project Environmental Assessment
And Inspiration Lakeview
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
May 18, 2012

1 INTRODUCTION
As indicated in our application submitted May 17, 2012, Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
(TRCA) is submitting an application to allow for the temporary placement of clean fill and concrete (up
to 500,000 m3) on approximately 13 to 14 acres of open space in the Arsenal Lands, east of the Small
Arms Building. The Arsenal Lands have received Heritage Status Designation under Heritage Designation
By-Law #258-2009. This temporary stockpile of material will commence in July 2012 and will likely be
cleared by the end of 2017 or early 2018. This stockpile is in support of the Lakeview Waterfront
Connection Project, a first step in implementing the City of Mississauga’s Inspiration Lakeview Program.
This request is submitted as part of Minor Variance Application “A” 181/12WI, which was approved May
10th at the Committee of Adjustments, subject to the issuance of a Heritage Permit.

1.1 Ownership
The Project site is in ownership by Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA).

1.2 Past Ownership
Summary of land ownership.
1805
1817
1843
1846
1847
1874
1895
1910
1950
1981
1992

Mississauga people sold or alienated a portion of their lands to British Crown
Samuel B Smith purchased from Crown
Colonel Sam Smith died, deeding lot 4 to William Allan, administrator of his estate. The land
was sold to Ann Nelles, daughter of Smith
Lot 4 sold to Clark Gamble who deeded the land to Samuel Bois Smith, son of Samuel Smith
A ten acre parcel was sold by Samuel Bois Smith to Richard Polley
Lot 4 sold to Halliday family and farmed
Lot 4 sold to Marion Webster
Department of National Defense purchased property from Halliday Estate
Site allocated to Canadian Arsenals Ltd. and obtained by Public Works Canada
Canada Post Purchased the property
TRCA purchased the property from Canada Post.

Summary of land use.
1787

First recorded use of the site was a foot trail used by the resident Mississauga First Nations.

1874

Lands were farmed

1891

Construction of Long Branch Rifle Ranges started between Etobicoke Creek and Aviation Road

1940

Signs posted warning public to trespassers that 800 men were engaged in training exercises

1941

Small Arms Ltd opened a factory to manufacture rifles and sten guns for Canadian Army.

1946

Other private enterprises utilize Arsenal Lands such as:
Antoine Vanities (1946-1955) manufactured lighters, compacts and variety cases
Adam Hats (1946-1955) hat manufacturer
Dominion Metal Ware (1946-1955) sheet metal manufacturing
D. Appelby and Co of Canada (1946-1948) assembly of public address systems, record
players and cabinets
Shelly Films (1946-1960) motion picture production
Stabilex Ltd. (1946-early 1950s) moulded plastics
Snap on Tools (1947-1955) distributor of hand tools
H&R Arms Co. Ltd (1948-1955) small arms manufacturer

1950

Canadian Arsenals (until early 1950s) small arms manufacturer

1981

Canada Post sorting facility – leased portions of Small Arms Building to OPG administration and
the Cadet Organization Police School (COPS)

1992

TRCA Obtained ownership of Arsenal Lands. Maintained leases with OPG and COPS.

1993-94

Canada Post Sorting Facility demolished

1998-99

Stockpile of 72,000 tonnes of fill placed on site.

2008

Leases with OPG and COPS expire. Site vacant ever since.

1.3 Summary of Structures on Site
The following summary of heritage attributes on site is taken directly from the City of Mississauga’s
Designation Statement.
The Small Arms Limited Building, a large low-lying H-shaped facility, & Water Tower are located at the
foot of Dixie Road on the south side of Lakeshore Road East.
Statement of Cultural Heritage Value or Interest
The Small Arms Limited Building & Water Tower have direct associations with the federal government,
World War II, the corresponding Canadian war industry and the World War II influx of working women.
The water tower also has direct associations with World War I rifle training. The property yields
information that contributes to an understanding of the World War home front and is associated with
the development of Lakeview. The Small Arms Building has direct associations with Allward and
Gouinlock Architects.
The Small Arms Limited Building & Water Tower define, maintain and support the character of the area,
both the industrial character and the community of Lakeview itself. The water tower is a landmark.

The Small Arms Limited Building displays a high degree of craftsmanship and artistic merit. The water
tower is rare in Mississauga.
Description of Heritage Attributes
Key attributes that reflect the Small Arms Limited Building and Water Tower’s historical/associative
value:
the Modern and Modern Classical elements of the building, consistent with the World War II
period
the shape and form of the water tower, consistent with the World War I period
the location of the structures in Lakeview, on former rifle training grounds and near rifle range
remnants, including baffles, concrete backstop, indoor rifle range and parade square, at 1300
Lakeshore Road East
the building’s economic materials and construction methods
the two skylights, within a flat roof, and expansive wraparound glazing, of the rear portion of
the building, which allow for an abundance of natural light required for work therein
Key attributes that reflect the Small Arms Limited Building & Water Tower’s contextual value:
their location in Lakeview
their location on the south side of Lakeshore Road, site of the former Long Branch Rifle Ranges,
and alongside other industrial buildings
the height and distinctive shape and form of the water tower
the water tower's visibility from the surrounding area, including both Lakeview and Long
Branch
the row of deciduous trees along the west side of the building, which are suggested in historical
aerial photography
the generous setback and open space which allows for full visibility of the building from
Lakeshore Road West
the woodlot to the rear of the property, which is suggested in historical photography
Attributes in Bold Italics above are the only attributes applicable to this application. Key attributes that
reflect the Small Arms Limited Building’s physical/design value are not included as the Project will not
impact any elements of the Building. Similarly, the project will not influence the row of deciduous trees
west of the building nor the woodlot to the rear of the property.
Currently the project site is zoned O2 (Open Space Greenway). Our temporary minor variance seeks to
change to Open Space Parkland in order to allow for stockpiling on the property. Our variance
application was accepted May 10, 2012 at the Committee of Adjustments subject to Heritage Permit
Approvals.
Figure 1 depicts the proposed Stockpile in relation to the Water Tower.

Figure 1. Proposed Stockpile Location.
Details of the exact stockpile setbacks will be refined as a result of the geotechnical investigation
currently underway to ensure the stability of the water tower foundation.

1.4 Heritage Resource Documentation
A series of photos of the proposed Stockpile area are included within the following Figures.

Figure 2. Looking south at water tower near fence line at Lakeshore Road East. Foreground would be
stockpiled.

Figure 3. Looking east towards fence line of Marie Curtis Park. Area in foreground would be stockpiled.

Figure 4. Looking southeast towards water tower from near the entrance to the stockpile area.

Figure 5 – Looking east towards Marie Curtis Park fence line from near access location, across proposed
stockpile area.

Other relevant municipal and agency requirements explored included:
1. Ministry of Environment – February 8, 2012: No CoA required. No other MOE requirements
necessary.
2. Species at Risk – March 2012. MNR had no issues relating to Species at Risk.
3. TRCA Planning – Planning staff provided clearance to proceed with the stockpile on January 23,
2012.
4. City of Mississauga – City Council provided support to defer implementation of the Arsenal
Lands Master Plan to allow for the stockpile to proceed
5. TRCA – Authority Approvals provided to proceed with the stockpile at Arsenal Lands.
6. TRCA – Archaeological review. January 25, 2012 TRCA archaeology provided clearance to
proceed with the stockpile at the Arsenal Lands given the past history of stockpiling and site
restoration that had occurred previously in the 1990s.
7. City of Mississauga – Committee of Adjustments approval to change zoning to Open Space &
Park Land, to allow for stockpiling, subject to Heritage Permit Approvals.
8. Region of Peel (ROP) – A Memorandum of Understanding is under development between ROP
and TRCA regarding the operating conditions for the stockpile. City of Mississauga will be able
to review the conditions of the MOU.
9. Public consultation:
a. Stockpile proposal was presented to the public at PIC #1 for the Lakeview Waterfront
Connection Project EA. No concerns were raised.
b. A stockpile supplementary newsletter was submitted to the City of Mississauga’s
Arsenal Lands Master Plan distribution list. No concerns were raised.
c. One deputant against the proposal arrived at the Committee of Adjustments Meeting
on May 10th, 2012.
d. The stockpile supplementary newsletter will be available at a number of Community
events held throughout south Mississauga in May and June 2012.

1.5

Proposed Site Alternation

As stated previously, and as shown in Figure 1, the subject lands will be used to stockpile clean fill and
possibly rubble commencing in July 2012. All fill arriving on site will meet “Fill Quality Guide and Good
Management Practices for Shore Infilling in Ontario, March 2011, Table C-1 Confined Fill Guide
Parameter List”. Fill will be generated by Region of Peel and likely City of Mississauga capital works
projects between 2012 and 2014 while the Lakeview Waterfront Connection Project EA is underway. Fill
will be analyzed at their source to confirm that they meet the required conditions before being sent to
the stockpile site. Visual inspections of material arriving on site, and spot analysis will also be used to
confirm fill quality meets our high standards.
Access to the site will be established from the existing gates at Lakeshore Road and/or the parking from
the east side of the Small Arms Building. Fill arriving to the site will consist of clean shale bedrock or
glacial tills. Construction rubble (clean bricks and concrete) may or may not be brought to the site as
well. It is anticipated that the stockpile will have stable slopes at 2:1 to 3:1, and will rise up to a height

of 8m. Best Management Practices will be implemented to control erosion, mud, and dust from the site.
The existing fence around the site will be used to secure the property. We anticipate establishing a 10m
setback for the stockpile from Lakeshore Road. Stockpiling will be initiated towards the southeastern
portions of the site. Efforts will be made to retain viewscapes of the Water Tower from Lakeshore Road
for as long as possible. Similarly, during the process of depleting stockpile supplies, materials in front of
the water tower, from the Lakeshore viewscape, will be a priority, to minimize the period in which views
of the tower will be impaired. However, even at full capacity in the temporary stockpile, the public
should be able to see the top portions of the water tower from Lakeshore Road. The trees in the
foreground of Figure 2 and 4 provide some sense of scale of that the approximate height of the stockpile
will reach as they are in the 20-25 feet tall range.
Up to four boreholes around the foundation of the water tower will be established to assess the
geotechnical stability of the foundation. Based on the samples, appropriate setbacks will be imposed on
the stockpile area to ensure that the foundation of the water tower remains sound.
It is anticipated that once construction of the LWC Project commences around July 2014, all new fill will
be diverted directly to the LWC EA project area along the waterfront. No new fill will be placed in the
stockpile at Arsenal Lands. Stockpiled materials at the Arsenal Lands will be relocated to the LWC EA
Project area along the waterfront during periods of low fill supply from other capital works sites. As
such, it is anticipated that there will require a period of 2-3 years for the stockpile to be depleted
(perhaps sooner).
Stockpiled fill is anticipated to reach the Lakeview Waterfront Connection Project site via Lakeshore
Road, and then down through the G.E. Booth WWTP or through the OPG Lakeview lands. However,
those construction access related issues will be confirmed through the LWC EA process.
This stockpile will not impact the Small Arms Building or views to the Building, deciduous row of trees to
the west of the Small Arms Building or the woodlot south of the Small Arms Building.

1.6 Assessment of Development Options
In order for the LWC EA to proceed, fill anticipated to be excavated locally by the Region of Peel in 20122014 must be collected and stored near the site. Failure to obtain this locally generated fill will
significantly impact the viability of the LWC EA to proceed, which is the first component of the City of
Mississauga’s Inspiration Lakeview program. The proposed stockpile location provides the best large
open space area under TRCA or ROP ownership which is close to both the source and final destination
for the fill that will be generated during this time. In the absence of a nearby location to stockpile
material, fill generated in 2012 and 2013 will need to be disposed of through standard long-haul disposal
practices. This will significantly reduce the volume of fill available to implement the LWC Project, and
seriously impact our scales of economy to implement the LWC Project. This will significantly increase
the risk that the LWC Project will not be deemed viable.
As such, this is the most viable site to provide storage for fill in the Project Study Area.

As indicated previously, the two heritage features of concern with the proposal involve the long-term
stability of the water tower; and sight lines to the water tower from the local community.
Given that alternative locations for the stockpile are not viable, TRCA in our application have indicated
how we propose to mitigate the two identified potential impacts.
1. Geotechnical studies of the water tower foundation will be undertaken to establish appropriate
setbacks from the water tower ensure the proposed stockpile does not initiate settlement.
2. The toe of the stockpile will be setback 10m from Lakeshore Road, and filling and removal of
material from the stockpile area will proceed in such a way that will minimize, to the extent
possible, the amount of time that sightlines between the water tower and Lakeshore Boulevard
will be impaired.
3. The stockpile will only be temporary in nature (removed by the end of 2017 or early 2018), and
when the site is vacated, will be left in its original condition or will be re-graded to allow for an
expedited implementation of the Arsenal Lands Master Plan that is anticipated to be led by the
City of Mississauga and TRCA.

1.7 Summary of Conservation Principles to be Incorporated
The Eight Guiding Principles in the Conservation of Historic Places (Ontario Ministry of Culture) state:
1. Respect for documentary evidence:
Do not base restoration on conjecture. Conservation work should be based on historic
documentation such as historic photographs, drawings, archival records, specifications and
physical evidence.
2. Respect for the original location:
Do not move buildings unless there is no other means to save them. Site and its surrounding is
an integral component of a building. Change in site diminishes heritage value considerably.
3. Respect for historic material:
Repair/conserve - rather than replace building materials and finishes, except where absolutely
necessary or original material is not available. Minimal intervention maintains the historical
content of the resource.
4. Respect for original fabric:
Repair with compatible materials. For example use of lime instead of Portland cement to repair
/ conserve lime masonry / plaster. Repair to return the resource to its prior condition, without
altering its integrity.
5. Respect for the building's history:

Do not restore to one period at the expense of another period. Do not destroy later additions to
a house solely to restore it to a single time period unless they are compatible and do not
diminish the authenticity and integrity of the site.
6. Reversibility:
Alterations should be able to be returned to original conditions. Any addition or alteration to the
building should be reversible without any loss to the original fabric of the building. This
conserves earlier building design and technique.
7. Legibility:
New work should be distinguishable from old. Buildings should be recognized as products of
their own time, and new additions should not blur the distinction between old and new.
8. Maintenance:
With continuous care, future restoration will not be necessary. With regular upkeep of historic
structures, major conservation projects and their high costs can be avoided.
With respect to this assessment:
1. The stockpile proposal referenced a myriad of documented historical evidence of the Arsenal
Lands site prepared by professional archivists and archaeologists available at TRCA and through
the City of Mississauga. The documentation identified that the water tower and viewscapes of
the water tower are deemed significant.
2. The stockpile proposal will ensure that the water tower remains in place.
3. The water tower will not be modified or otherwise altered as part of this Project. As such,
guiding principles #3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 are not applicable with regards to this application.
4. The stockpile is temporary. As such, upon completion, the viewscape between the community
and water tower will be restored.

1.8 Impacts of Proposed Alterations on Cultural Heritage Value
The proposed stockpile activities will not alter or otherwise impact the cultural heritage value of the
water tower.
Impacts to the viewscape between the community and water tower will be temporary in nature, and
site operations will endeavor, to the extent possible, to minimize the amount of time that views will be
impacted. Also, as stated previously, even at full capacity, views of the water tower will not be
completely blocked.

1.9 Mitigation of Impacts If Property Cannot be Conserved
Not applicable. No structural alterations to the water tower will occur, and the viewscape impacts will
be short-term.

1.10 Statement of Qualifications of Author
This assessment was undertaken by Kenneth Dion, Senior Project Manager at the TRCA. Mr. Dion does
not possess professional expertise in the field of heritage conservation. However, given that we are not
proposing to alter the structure, and only propose to occupy lands around the structure, the most
significant potential impact of the stockpile will be the risk to the foundation of the water tower. The
geotechnical analysis will identify the degree of risk that the foundation of the water tower will be
exposed to, and the results of the study will allow for appropriate stockpile setbacks to be established to
ensure that the foundation is not impacted. Geotechnical analysis and setback recommendations will
be undertaken by a professional registered engineer or professional registered geoscientist.
The impact on viewscapes from the community to the water tower will be temporary in nature with the
period of time minimized to the extent possible.

2 Summary Statement and Conservation Recommendations
Heritage Designation By-Law #258-2009 outlined an extensive list of key heritage attributes associated
with the Arsenal Lands Project Site. As it relates to the proposed stockpile works at 1400 Lakeshore
Road, the two key attributes are:
the height and distinctive shape and form of the water tower
the water tower's visibility from the surrounding area, including both Lakeview and Long Branch

The proposed site alteration has the potential to impact the foundation of the water tower, and will
likely impact the visibility of the tower from the Lakeview community.
The project will undertake geotechnical analysis and a professional registered engineer or geoscientist
will make recommendations to ensure that the foundation of the tower is not impacted. Operation of
the stockpile will proceed based on those recommendations.
Similarly, the stockpile will have a 10m setback from Lakeshore Road, and stockpile operations will be
such that, to the extent possible, the total period of time fill will impair viewscapes from Lakeshore Road
will be minimized. Ultimately, the temporary nature of the proposed stockpile mitigates the impact to
the viewscape.
No extraordinary measures are required and no long-term impacts on cultural heritage are anticipated.

3 Mandatory Recommendations
This section is not applicable as the site is already designated as a heritage site, and the proponents are
not proposing to change that designation.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Kenneth Dion, MSc
Senior Project Manager
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
70 Canuck Avenue, Toronto Ontario, M3K 2C5
Phone: 416-661-6600 (ext. 5230)
Email: kdion@trca.on.ca
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COMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENT
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
TORONTO & REGION CONSERVATION AUTHORITY is the owner of Part of Lots 4 and 5,
Concession 3, S.O.S., located and known as 1352 and 1400 LAKESHORE ROAD EAST, zoned
OS2, Open Space. The applicant requests the Committee to authorize a minor variance to permit the
stockpiling of clean fill and rubble on the subject lands; whereas By-law 0225-2007, as amended,
does not permit this use in an OS2, Open Space zone.
The Committee has set Thursday May 10, 2012 at 1:30 pm in the Mississauga Civic Centre,
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 2nd Floor, 300 City Centre Drive, Mississauga, Ontario for the public
hearing ..
This notice is sent to you because you are either the applicant concerned, the assessed owner of one
of the neighbouring properties, or a person likely to be interested. Should you desire to express your
approval or objection to the application, you may do so at the public hearing. If it is inconvenient for
you to attend the hearing, signed written submissions shall be accepted by the Secretary-Treasurer
prior to or during the hearing and such written submissions shall be available for inspection by any
interested person. If you do not make a written submission requesting notification of the Committee's
decision or attend the hearing in person or by counsel you will not be entitled to receive a copy of the
Committee's decision or any subsequent correspondence relating to any future Ontario Municipal
Board proceedings. Requests for deferment of hearing date, by the applicant or representative, must
be for reasonable cause and an alternative hearing date will be at the discretion of the Committee.
Failure of the Applicant or their Representative to appear at any hearing may result in the autorii'atic
dismissal of the application.
Further information may be obtained between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday at the
Mississauga Civic Centre, Committee of Adjustment Office, 2nd Floor, 300 City Centre Drive,
Mississauga, Ontario L5B 3C1, Telephone No. 905-896-5000 and Fax No. 905-615-3950.

Committee of Adjustment
Office of the City Clerk
Corporate Services Department
City of Mississauga
300 City Centre Drive
MISSISSAUGA ON L5B 3C1
Tel.: 905-896-5000
Fax: 905-615-3950

MISS/SSAUGA

April 10, 2012

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
5 Shoreham Drive
Downsview, Ontario
M3N 1S4

Dear Sir/Madam:
RE:

Committee of Adjustment Minor Variance Application A 181/12
Owner: Toronto & Region Conservation Authority
Property Address: 1352 and 1400 Lakeshore Road East
Meeting Date: May 10, 2012

Please find enclosed a copy of the application form, drawings and Notice for your review of
the above-noted minor variance application.
If you require additional information, please contact me.
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City of Mississauga
300 City Centre Drive, 2nd Floor
Mississauga, Ontario
L5B 3C1
Telephone: 905-615-3200, Extension 5433
E-mail: dave.martin@mississauga.ca
Fax: 905-615-3950
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S. PATRIZIO, CHAIR
D. GEORGE, VICE CHAIR
R. BENNETT, VICE CHAIR
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COMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENT
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
TORONTO & REGION CONSERVATION AUTHORITY is the owner of Part of Lots 4 and 5,
Concession 3, S.O.S., located and known as 1352 and 1400 LAKESHORE ROAD EAST, zoned
082, Open Space. The applicant requests the Committee to authorize a minor variance to permit the
stockpiling of clean fill and rubble on the subject lands; whereas By-law 0225-2007, as amended,
does not permit this use in an OS2, Open Space zone.
The Committee has set Thursday May 10, 2012 at 1:30 pm in the Mississauga Civic Centre,
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 2nd Floor, 300 City Centre Drive, Mississauga, Ontario for the public
hearing ..
This notice is sent to you because you are either the applicant concerned, the assessed owner of one
of the neighbouring properties, or a person likely to be interested. Should you desire to express your
approval or objection to the application, you may do so at the public hearing. If it is inconvenient for
you to attend the hearing, signed written submissions shall be accepted by the Secretary-Treasurer
prior to or during the hearing and such written submissions shall be available for inspection by any
interested person. If you do not make a written submission requesting notification of the Committee's
decision or attend the hearing in person or by counsel you will not be entitled to receive a copy of the
Committee's decision or any subsequent correspondence relating to any future Ontario Municipal
Board proceedings. Requests for deferment of hearing date, by the applicant or representative, must
be for reasonable cause and an alternative hearing date will be at the discretion of the Committee.
Failure of the Applicant or their Representative to appear at any hearing may result in the automatic
dismissal of the application.
Further information may be obtained between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday at the
Mississauga Civic Centre, Committee of Adjustment Office, 2nd Floor, 300 City Centre Drive,
Mississauga, Ontario L5B 3C1, Telephone No. 905-896-5000 and Fax No. 905-615-3950.
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Committee of Adjust
Subject Property :

1352 & 1400 LAKESHORE RD. E.
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File Number:
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City of Mississauga
300 City Centre Drive
Mississauga ON L5B 3C1
Tel. No. 3-1-1, Fax. No. 905-615-3950
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Web address for down loading Committee of
Adjustment Information, Forms and Agendas:
www.mississauga.ca/committeeofadjustment
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Particulars of ali buildings and structures proposed for the subject land: (Specify: i) type of structure, ii) gross floor area
or dimension of the structure, iii) the front, rear and side yard setbacks, iv) height of the structure)

13.

- _ __
The date the subject land was acquired by the current owner: _ _...l...O--"-'c""-b.L...J..,,""'b"""-'-e=:...,__-"3_0--fJ_\"-Cl....::....Cf'-"-'2_

14.

The date the existing buildings and structures were constructed on the subject land:

15.

The length of time the existing uses of the subject land have continued:

16.a.

Has the Conservation Authority reviewed the proposed minor variance as it applies to the subject land?:
Yes

b.

rf-

No D

-+ ) 9 yo

_2""""""",O.L..--'i¥'-·-ec=-.:::Q,--,r~S.L..-_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Not Applicable D (as determined by the relevant Conservation Authority)

Has the Conservation Authority review fee been paid?

Yes D

No ~

i7.Municipal Services provided to the sUQject lands: (check the appropriate boxes)

rsf Water

If not available, by what means Is it provided _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

g Sanitary Sewers

If not available, by what means is It provided

rI Storm Sewers

If not aVailable, by what means is it provided

1B.lf knpwn, is or was the subject land the subject or-any of the following development type applications: .
Yes

No

Official Plan Ainendment

0

~/

Zoning By-law Amendment

0

~

Plan of Subdivision

0

~

Site Development Plan

0

'0/

Certificate of Occupancy

0

cr/

-rI

0

Consent

0

5]/

Minor Variance (Committee of Adjustment)

0

!it"

Building Permit

File

}

.

~

DECLARATION OF OWNER OR AUTHORIZED AGENT

I,

~lv'~s cJl~\)€:;~~7\
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~-+tv"
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in the

of the

Cd3

B,'U m??h:? n',

of

(Print Town or City)

(Print Town orCily nams)

-----;;:d{2W±D.t--\~0~·
±0>-7-_ _ _ Of _ _ _ _--.:.y_-e...-..:::::.~-e...::=:::::._;\L__:_:::_;_~_;_:_=~.,..._:______- - - - ' - - - - ~prliftRegi§lor PfOvlncB)
(Print RF>glon or Province name)

Solemnly declare that aU above statements and the statements contained in all of the exhibits transmitted herewith are true, and
I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that It Is of the same force and effect as it
made under oath and by virtue of the CANADA EVIDENCE ACT.
.
For the purposes of the FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PROTECTION OF PRIVACY ACT, I authorize and consent to the
. use by or the disclosure to any person or public body of any personal information that Is collected under the authority of the
PLANNING ACT for the purposes of processing this application and correspondence purposes. Questions about this collection
should be directed to the Committee of Adjustment Secretary-Treasurer, City of Mississauga, 300 City Centre Drive,
Mississauga, Ontario L5B 3C1, telephone 905-615-3~OO ext. 5433.
NOTE: The Signature of applicant or author~iz~d
a ent must be witnessed by a Commissioner, etc.
A Commissioner Is, ~Ie in the ~ Ittee of Ad~ustment office, if needed.

Declared
in the
.
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Signature of applicant or authorized agent
urrhave authority to bind the Corporation

~ ~~
l

··..C~sSioner, etc

Ignature of applicant

or authorized agent

. 0 I have authorily to bind the ~orpora1ion

DAVID LESLIE MARTIN, a Commissione~ etc
Regional Municipality of Pee~ forb
' .,
Corporation of the City of
Expires
May
10. 2014.
' . . . ' . ....... ..
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ARSENAL·LANDS
TEMPORARY FILL SITE
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Background
The Lakeview Waterfront Connection Project (LWC), an early
phase of the City of Mississauga's Inspiration Lakeview, seeks
to improve aquatic and terrestrial habitat and public access
and recreation along the Lake Ontari-6 Waterfront in southeast
Mississauga, while at the same time, offers a sustainable and
cost-effective solution for reusing locally generated fill as part
of the Regfon of Peel's and City of Mississauga's Capital Works
Infrastructure expansion plans over the next 10 years. An
Individual Environment AssessmendEA) is being undertaken
by Credit Valley Conservation (CVe) and Peel Region with
support from Toronto and Region C'Conservation (TRCA) and
the City over the next couple of years to develop and select
the best solution to meet the project,needs. For details on the
LWC EA, please visit: http://www.creditvalleyca.ca/lwc
~15,OOO

trucks from local streets. The remaining fill will be
generated from other Region and possibly City of Mississauga
capital work project sites, and transported via major arteries
to the Arsenal Lands. The site will be within the existing
fenced area, and will have controlled access. Operations are
expected to occur between Monday to Friday during normal
operating hours. Local wetlands, and the historic water tower
will be protected. A dust, mud and erosion control strategy
will be implemented. In the event that the LWC ProjeCt does
not proceed to implementation, stockpiled material will be
removed from the Arsenal Lands.

Temporary Stockpile at Arsenal Lands
TRCA and the Region of Peel plan to create a temporary
stockpile on the Arsenal Lands to store clean fill generated by
the Region of Peel capital works projects, while CVC and the
Region proceed with the LWC EA.
The temporary stockpile will be designed to store between
400,000 and 500,000 m3 of fill and will cover approximately 13
-14 acres to a height of ~8m. Much of the fill (around 150,000
m 3 ) will be generated locally through a tunnel shaft at the
Arsenal Lands as part of the Region's Hanlan Feedermain
work. This would have the immediate effect of eliminating

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE TEf\'lPORARY STOCKPILE?
Please contact:
Mr. David Hatton
dhatlon@trca.on.ca
(416) 661-6600 (ext. 5365)

, Region d Peel
WoltkUtq folt

Once the LWC EA is approved and detailed designs/permits
completed, fill in the stockpile will be reused along the Lake
Ontario shoreline south of the G. E. Booth Wastewater
Treatment Plant in order to recreate new aquatic and
terrestrial habitats, and establish a new publicly accessible
natural waterfront park. To maximize cost efficiency for the
project, it is important to maximize the reuse of fill that will be
generated close to the LWC Project site, such as those
produced by the Hanlan Feedermain works scheduled in 2012.
As such, a temporary stockpile location is required to capture
that material while the LWC proceeds through the EA
process. It is expected that the Arsenal Lands temporary
stockpile area will be available for Master Plan
implementation by 2017.
All areas currently publicly
accessible in Marie Curtis Park, the beach and Waterfront Trail
will remain accessible during the LWC EA process.
Activities associated with the stockpile that the public may see
include:
• Site clearing for the stockpile area in late-March 2012
• Borehole surveys around the base of the water tower in
April 2012
• Anticipate stockpiling activities to begin in May 2012.
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City of Mississauga
4300 Chappell Estate
MISSISSAUGA ON

City Manager's Office
City Strategy & Innovations
Strategic Community Initiatives

www.mississauga.ca

May 17, 2012
Heritage Advisory Committee
Corporation of the City of Mississauga
300 City Centre Drive, Suite 900,
Mississauga, Ontario LSB 2T4
Re: Region of Peel Proposal to Stockpile
Material on Park 1#3.58 (" Arsenals ") (Ward 1)
Dear Sir/ Madame,
This letter has been prepared to accompany the supporting documents and application for a Heritage
Permit to request approval to stockpile material on the lands of Park 1#358 (informally know as
"Arsenals") as early as July 2012 until late 2017/2018.
Credit Valley Conservation (CVe), on behalf of the Region of Peel (ROP) and with the support of the City
of Mississauga (City) and Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA), is embarking on a new
project titled lakeview Waterfront Connection. The lakeview Waterfront Connection Project (lWe), an
element of the Inspiration lakeview visioning process in 2010, includes the creation of a new waterfront
park along the Mississauga shoreline. The lWC is an opportunity for the sustainable re-use of fill on a
large initiative, on Mississauga's Eastern Shoreline, that will provide increased recreational and
environmental (aquatic and terrestrial) opportunities. To make the project as successful as possible it is
necessary to start stockpiling the fill in a temporary location until approvals have been received to begin
the lakefill process.
The stockpile proposal has been supported by City Council and the TRCA Authority Board. City Parks
have deferred implementation of Park 1#358 Arsenal lands Master Plan to allow for the stockpiling to
proceed. Applications for approval have been submitted to the Committee of Adjustments for a minor
variance and to the Heritage Advisory Committee for approval.
If the Heritage Advisory Committee finds merit in this request and approves this application, the City of
Mississauga Inspiration lakeview team will continue to work collaboratively with the TRCA, CVC and the
ROP to ensure all the associated initiatives remain aligned.
This is a critical first step of revitalizing the Mississauga's eastern waterfront, a goal of the City, ROP, CVC
and TRCA.
If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact me.
Thank you,

Project Manager -Inspiration LakeView, Strategic Community Initiatives

City Manager's Department

....."........._ _ _~~_

_ _ _ _ __

_
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HERITAGE IMPACT STATEMENT / MORRA RESIDENCE
925 LONGFELLOW AVENUE, MISSISSAUGA
THE HICKS PARTNERSHIP INC.
_________________________________________________________________________

AUTHOR
Hicks Partnership Architects Inc. is an architectural design firm that has been in practice since
1980 under different partnership forms. The firm’s area of specialty is infill housing in very
sensitive areas within Mississauga and Oakville area for the most part. In addition the firm is
renowned for its work with designing golf club clubhouses throughout North America.
William Hicks has been practicing as an architect for over 32 years and has designed over 1200
new infill homes across the general GTA area. The firm is known for its design excellence and it
has won awards for over 15 different projects including a number of heritage sensitive projects.
The firm prides itself in its ability to design houses which fit the scale and character of the
neighbourhood and the firm has designed more than 30 to 40 houses in this immediate area.
The author William Hicks lives in the estates and in fact lives around the corner from the site
within one block of the site.
The firm has completed heritage impact studies for a number of homes and commercial
properties within the Oakville area and we have worked with the Heritage Advisory Committee
and the City of Mississauga on some projects in Historic Meadowvale Village and Port Credit.
William Hicks was one of the original owners of the Wilcox Hotel on Front Street in Port Credit
which was restored by a predecessor firm in the 80’s.
LORNE PARK ESTATES NEIGHBOURHOOD / CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
Lorne Park Estates was developed originally as a summer resort in the late 1880’s. It has existed
ever since as a privately held condominium corporation in essence with its own board of
directors. The roads and ravines are owned privately and the Lorne Park estates area has been
in essence self regulated for the past 130 years.
It is a unique area with a wide variety of housing types. There are very few original cottages
that remain in the estates although there are some that have been renovated so many times
that the original house has in essence disappeared.
The original Estates was designed as a series of shingle style cottages with some arts and craft
cottages that are existing as well.
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The streets and ravines are heavily treed and the area is in fact designated in the Province as a
Carolinian forest example. The Association maintains the forests and practices new planting
and preservation within the area.
What has evolved today is a wonderful neighbourhood with a variety of quality housing stock
and a rich stimulating landscape that blends the houses with their natural and manicured
surroundings.
A gradual infilling has not increased the density over the years as there have been very few
opportunities for land division and the ravines remain protected from development by the park
itself. Great care has been taken to ensure that redevelopment in the area in the end, does not
ruin the very quality and character that makes this neighbourhood so appealing and attractive.
Of the many neighbourhoods in Mississauga, the Lorne Park Estates neighbourhood stands out
as one of the most visually interesting and memorable. As is often the case, when new
development is balanced with the protection of the natural environment, a truly livable and
sustainable community evolves.
LORNE PARK ESTATES NEIGHBOURHOOD UNIQUE ASPECTS
The neighbourhood of Lorne Park Estates is known for a number of unique attributes including
in summary the following:
Vegetation
The area is dominated with mature landscaping and large trees that create a canopy over the
road in many areas thus adding to the unique charm of the area. A number of the properties
have boundary landscaping planted many years ago that help to define the neighbourhood
properties and thus add to the character.
The area consists of over 45 acres of naturalized development with ravines and minor water
courses crossing the area in a number of locations. The location on Lake Ontario and the
natural beaches that exist add yet another unique quality to the neighbourhood.
Engineering Infrastructure
The area does not consist of engineered streets with curbs and gutters, but instead it is made
up out of simple paved roads with ditches and a large number of mature trees within the road
right of way unlike newer sub-divisions developed elsewhere within the City of Mississauga.
There is a quaint charm to the streets. There are no sewers and all properties are on private
septic systems. There are no storm sewers and all drainage is via surface run off towards the
ravine areas and the lake.
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Housing Variety
The area has a wide variety of housing types ranging from Historic homes to bungalows’, to
large scale homes of every size. One of the things that make it unique is that this wide variety of
housing types and configurations exist, thus adding to the character and diversity. All the
homes coexist comfortably in the neighbourhood in large part because of the retained
landscaping versus the actual style of the house.

HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
The following is a brief history of the Lorne Park Estates area. The area was initiated as a 75
acre parcel of land on the shores of Lake Ontario and became known as the Lorne Park Pleasure
resort in 1879. In 1886 the Toronto and Lorne Park Summer Resort Company acquired the
property and a built a number of summer cottages.
The lots were severed into a series of lots that were typically 50’ x 100 feet in depth except
along the many ravines that cross through the site.

PROPERTY DETAILS
Municipal Address
Legal Description
Municipal Ward
Zoning
Lot Frontage
Lot Depth
Lot Area
Orientation
Existing house type
Existing Vegetation
Current Property owners

925 Longfellow Avenue
All of Lots 69, 85 and part of lots 70 & 84 Rplan A-23
Ward 2
R2-4
22.83M
60.96 M
1,382 m2
East side of Longfellow Avenue
Single Family Bungalow with walkout to ravine
Substantial trees in front and back yards
Virginia Morra
925 Longfellow Avenue
Lorne Park Estates
Mississauga, Ontario

Construction date for house 1950’s with additions in the 60’s
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HISTORY OF OWNERSHIP
The following data has been gathered from the Ontario Land registry Office.
Original Plan of subdivision for this lot appears to have been in July 0f 1886 when it was
transferred to J. W. Stockwell one of the owners of the Lorne Park Summer Resort Company
See appendix L attached for documentation
The following data has been gathered from the Ontario Land registry Office.
Original Plan of subdivision for this lot appears to have been in July 0f 1886 when it was
transferred to J. W Stockwell one of the owners of the Lorne Park Summer Resort Company
See appendix L attached for documentation
After reviewing the land registry abstracts and indentures, as well as files relating to Lorne Park
Estates, I am comfortable in suggesting that the subject home at 925 Longfellow Avenue in
Lorne Park Estates was built in the early 1950s, like between 1951 and 1952.
Individual building permits and/or lot surveys for this property were not located. That being
said, the sale of the property in 1951 from the Estate of Mary Louise Clarke to Wilfred S.
McCord and Lillian J. McCord is most likely the sale of the empty lot as the indenture lists
several conditions relating to building on the property. McCord is also listed as a carpenter by
trade, which might suggest that a dwelling on the property may be built by him (this is
supposition).
Mary Louise Clarke had a summer property elsewhere in Lorne Park (documented), and lent
significant amounts to keep the cottage resort operating. She also owned several parcels of
land throughout what is now Lorne Park Estates, likely including this property.
The McCord’s sold the property in 1952, just over a year after they bought it, for $2. This
transaction amount suggests either an existing relationship was in place between buyer and
seller, or an agreement to sell or monies were exchanged outside of the transfer agreement.
The indenture for this transaction was not located. Given the duration of ownership and tenure
by Lucy and Edward Riggs, from 1952‐1964, it suggests a dwelling was in place during this time
period, further lending credence (albeit circumstantial) that the home was most likely in 1951‐
52.
I have found no reference to the individual Wilfred S McCord to suggest that he was of
particular interest from a historical perspective.
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EXISTING BUILDING DETAILS
CONSTRUCTION
The house is constructed on a concrete block foundation with a mix of wood frame exterior,
walls clad with wood siding which was typical for this period of construction.
Windows are generally wood frame and aluminum frame subject to which area of the house is
considered. They are large openings punched through the brick exterior wall and they have no
architectural importance or integrity. The roof is finished in asphalt shingles.
There are no meaningful architectural elements within the existing house that are worthy of
preservation. Baseboards are minimal as are window casings and trim detailing in general.
When the current owners purchased the house substantial demolition had occurred within the
house for salvage purposes by the previous owners.
The interior finishes are drywall, wood flooring in some areas, vinyl flooring in others.
There are no details of any particular character or interest within the house and it appears it
has remained as built for at least 60 years with ongoing maintenance and upgrades as required
over the years. There was an addition built in the mid 1980” when the home was owned by the
Ritchie family.
See Appendix A for the lot location. Site context map
See Appendix B for the current lot survey
EXISTING FLOOR PLANS
See attached floor plans which represent the current state of the house upon acquisition by
Virginia Morra. See Appendix I attached herewith for copies of these floor plans.
The home is built on one floor with a full basement. The area of the existing finished house is
approximately 1,529 sq. ft.

EXTERIOR PHOTOS
The exterior photos were taken on January 30, 2012 and they depict the current state of the
existing house. See Photos in the attached Appendix. E
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INTERIOR PHOTOS

Refer to Photos of the interior on attached Appendix F. There are no remarkable characteristics
of the home interior and certainly nothing worthy of preservation for any reason.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT DETAILS

Proposed Development
The owners' intent is to demolish the existing house and construct a new house generally in a
similar location to the existing house. Refer to Appendix C showing the proposed new house
footprint on lot and its relationship to the new house currently under construction on the south
side. There are no houses to the north of the property but simply forest.
The owner is maintaining most of the trees on the lot. There are a total of 12 trees being
removed to facilitate construction and some light on the property.
The ravine to the East of the house has a large number of trees some of which have blown over
in recent storms.
There was an arborist report submitted as part of the redevelopment plan and it is attached
herewith as appendix H.

Proposed Streetscape
Refer to Appendix D to show the elevations of the new house from the street. It should be
noted that all houses on this side of the street are new and will be the same height. Refer to
proposed landscape plan which is found under Appendix J.
Refer to Appendix K for a complete set of the floor plan submission drawings.
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AREA DESCRIPTION
The Lorne Park Estates area in which this property is found has been designated as a cultural
landscape area and as such, the requirement exists to submit a Heritage Impact Statement
report to justify the removal of the existing house on the property which has been recently
occupied as a single family home by one owner for 40 years.
The area is not designated as a Heritage District under the Act.
The specific area in which this property is located has undergone recent redevelopment in the
past few years and is currently continuing to be redeveloped. See Photos in Appendix G which
represent both new and existing homes on the same street and within the block in which this
house is located.. The new owners of the property intend to demolish and reconstruct a new
two storey single family home as per the drawings that are attached.
The property was acquired by the current owners in 2011 after it had been lived in by four
owners for the past 60 years. The house was constructed in the early 1950’s and is but one
example of a traditional ranch style bungalow which was predominant in the area.
There have been a number of additions and renovations to the existing building over the past
60 years including additions on the south side of the house , a new pool in the front yard and a
freestanding garage in front of the pool.
The building does not have any specific architectural interest as it was most likely one of a
number of similar or identical houses built in that period from standard developers and builders
plans that were available at that time.
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CONCLUSIONS
There are certain specific criteria laid out in the Official Plan for the area which note the
reasons for the area being designated as a Cultural Heritage Area.
EVALUATION CRITERIA
The Lorne Park Estates neighbourhood has been included in the Cultural Landscape Inventory
within the City of Mississauga. It is included for its neighbourhood character versus being of
any specific heritage interest. It is also an area of significant ecological interest.
The inventory describes the areas of specific interest within the neighbourhood which should
be reviewed. These include the following:
Landscape Environment
• Scenic and Visual Quality
• Natural Environment
• Landscape Design
Historical Association
• Styles, Trends and Patterns
• Social and Physical Development
Built Environment
• Aesthetic / Visual Quality
• Scale of Built Features

LANDSCAPE ENVIRONMENT
SCENIC AND VISUAL QUALITY
This unique shoreline community combines a low density residential development established
in the 1880’s with the protection and management of an amazing forested community which is
representative of the pre settlement shoreline of Lake Ontario. A mature Carolinian forest
made up of white pine, red oak and red pine gives this residential community a unique visual
quality.
The proposed development maintains this relationship between the new home and the street
which is consistent with the neighbourhood which while having undergone substantial
redevelopment in past years it has maintained its character of place.
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The proponent intends to maintain a large specimen tree on the site and to remove some trees
which are in question due to past practices including bolting and wiring the trees. The new
landscape plan intends to replace these lost trees with an interesting and full landscape plan.
Thus in the opinion of the author of this report neither the removal of the exiting house or the
proposed new development will alter negatively the scenic and visual quality of the
neighbourhood. In fact in our opinion, it will be enhanced.
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
The trees on site are being retained. The back of the lot is heavily forested on the edge and
this will be retained. There will be no impact on the natural environment caused by removal of
the house or the construction of the new home.
LANDSCAPE DESIGN
As noted in the attached landscape plan, the proposed development includes a very rich
landscape plan that reinforces both the character of the lot and of the neighbourhood as a
whole. The resulting new house and landscape will be an enhancement to the area and it will
preserve the character of the Lorne Park Estates, neighbourhood.
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
STYLE AND PATTERN
The existing neighbourhood has a wide variety of lots, shapes and patterns but they are
consistent in the way they address the road with a seamless landscape from asphalt to front
door. The pattern of the existing immediate neighbourhood includes buildings of varying
setbacks and depths of lots.
The proposed new house maintains this sense of style and pattern and it inserts a new home
that meets all of the design intent of the Urban Design Policies implemented as part of the site
plan process.
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
The removal of the existing home and the creation of the new house do not affect the strong
history and or character of the area. Lorne Park Estates remains a wonderful example of a
unique development in the City.
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AESTHETIC AND VISUAL QUALITY
The existing modest house does not represent a rare or unique example of a particular style or
type or construction methodology. There is no evidence of a high degree of craftsmanship or
artistic merit in the existing structure. Its removal will not impact on the aesthetic or visual
quality of the neighbourhood.
SCALE
The existing street has a wide variety of house types on it but the predominant character of the
area might be described as one of 1.5 and 1 storey houses. The existing house is a bungalow
which has been substantially modified. The proposed new home is a 1.5 storey house which fits
in with the context of the site and streetscape. It has been designed so as to be able to
cohabitate with the existing dwellings in the area.
It is the conclusion of the writer that the while this property is listed on the register under the
Lorne Park Estates Cultural Landscape, the existing house has not been designated and does
not merit conservation measures of any kind.
The impact of the proposed new home has taken into consideration the surrounding
neighbourhood, and the preservation of streetscape character. The new home matches the
existing front yard setback of the original house and thus is appropriate in terms of impact on
the street scape.
Thus it is the conclusion that the proposed demolition and new construction do not contravene
the intentions of the Lorne Park Estates Cultural Landscape Listing.

11.

HERITAGE IMPACT STATEMENT / MORRA RESIDENCE
925 LONGFELLOW AVENUE, MISSISSAUGA
THE HICKS PARTNERSHIP INC.
_________________________________________________________________________
ONTARIO REGULATIONS 9/06
Under Ontario regulation 9/06 which is part of the Ontario Heritage Act, one must consider the
criteria for determining if the specific property is of cultural value or Interest. There are nine
criteria for this evaluation including the following:
1. i

Is it a rare example that is unique or representative of a style or expression or a unique
construction method. Certainly this house when it was built was one of many typical to
the area and was considered to be a subdivision type house with little or no interest from
an architectural perspective. While the house is listed on the heritage register under the
Lorne Park Estates cultural landscape, the existing dwelling has not been specifically
designated. The existing house does not meet the general or specific criteria set out in
Regulation 9/06

1.ii

The house does not represent or display a high degree of craftsmanship or artistic merit
in the opinion of the writer there is nothing unique about the architectural expression or
detailing found in this home. The house is not known to represent any significance related
to theme, events, beliefs, persons, activities or organizations or institutions in the
community.

1. iii The house certainly does not display nor is it representative of a high degree of technical
or scientific achievement . It is built following traditional construction methodologies of
that period with a brick and frame construction.
2.i

The specific house through its history, has not been associated with any particular event
, or owner or institution that is significant to the community.

2.ii

The house does not hold any clues to a better understanding of the community or
culture within which it is located.

2.iii The house is not known to be designed by an architect and was a typical plan type built in
that period as part of a new plan of subdivision. It is not attributed to an architect, builder
or designer that is significant to the community.
3.i

The architecture does not define the character of the area and I would suggest does not
support the current character of the area which is in a state of transition.

3.ii

The house is not physically, functionally or visually linked to its surroundings.

3.iii The house can certainly not be considered a landmark in the community.

12.

HERITAGE IMPACT STATEMENT / MORRA RESIDENCE
925 LONGFELLOW AVENUE, MISSISSAUGA
THE HICKS PARTNERSHIP INC.
_________________________________________________________________________
Based on the 9 criteria noted above, the house is certainly not of cultural or heritage value or
interest and is appropriate for demolition. The existing dwelling does not warrant conservation

FINAL CONCLUSION
The removal of the house will have no impact on the Lorne Park Estates Cultural Landscape.
As noted under Section 9/06 the existing structure does not meet any of the prescribed criteria
for evaluation and preservation.
Thus, it is recommended that the existing structure be removed and the new structure is an
appropriate and desireable addition to the context of the neighbourhood.

Report prepared by:
The Hicks Partnership Inc.

William R Hicks
B. Arch. MRAIC., OAA, AIBC, NSAA, MAA,
NYSAA, NBAA
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APPENDI X E
HERITAGE IMPACT STATEMENT I MORRA RESIDE NCE
925 LONGFELLOW AVENUE, M I SSISSAUGA
THE IH CKS PARTNERSHIP INC.

EXISTING BACK OF HOUSE

FRONT FACE OF EXISTING HOU SE INTERIOR
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APP EN DI X E
HERITAGE IMPACf STATE MENT I MORRA RESIDENCE
925 LONGFELLOW AVENUE, M ISSISSAUGA
TIlE III CKS PARTNE RSHIP INC.

INTERIOR SIDE OF GARAGE NORTH FACE

EXISTING FRONT OF HOUSE
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I GARAGE

APPENDIX F EXISTING INTERIOR PHOTOS
HERITAGE IMPACT STATEMENT I MORRA RESIDENCE
92S L.ONGFEL.L.OW AVENUE, M I SSI SSAUGA
THE HICKS PARTNERSHIP INC.

EXISTING HOUSE INTERIOR

EXISTING HOUSE KITCHEN

EXISTING HOUSE GREAT ROOM ADDITION
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APPENDIX F EX ISTING INTERIOR PHOTOS
HERITAGE IMPACT STATEMENT I MORRA RESIDENCE
925 LONGFELLOW AVENUE, MISSISSAUGA
THE HI CKS PARTNERSHIP INC.

EXISTING HOUSE BATHROOMS TYPICAL

-

,
EXISTING INTERIOR VIEW
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APPEN DIX F EXISTING INTE RIOR PHOTOS
HERITAGE IMPACT STATEMENT I MO RRA RESIDENC E
925 LONGFELLOW AVENUE, MISSISSAUGA
THE HI CKS PARTNERSHIP INC.

EXISTING HOUSE B
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APPENDIX F EX ISTING INTERIOR PHOTOS
HERITAGE IMPACf STATEMENT I MORRA RESIDENCE
925 LONGFELLOW AVENUE, MISSISSAUGA
THE HIC KS PARTNERSHIP INC.

EXISTIN G HOUSE BASEMENT FAMILY ROOM

EXISTING HOUSE CO NSTRUCTION
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HERITAGE IMPACf STATEMENT I MORRA RESIDENCE
925 LONGFELLOW AVENUE, M I SSISSAUGA
T H E H IC KS PARTNERS .... P INC.

EXISTING HOUSE ON LONGFElLOW

EXISTING HOUSE ON SANGSTER
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APPENDIX G
HERITAGE IMPACf STATEMENT I MORRA RESIDENCE
925 LONGFELLOW AVENUE, MISSISSAUGA
THE HICKS PARTNERSHIP INC.

EXISTING HOUSE ON LONGFELLOW

NEW HOUSE TWO HOUSES SOUTH
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APPENDIX G
HERITAGE IMPACf STATEMENT I MORRA RESIDENCE
925 LONGFELLOW AVENUE. MISSISSAUGA
THE HIC KS PARTNERSH IP INC.

EXISTING NEW HOUSE PARTIALLY COMPLETED SOUTH OF PROPOSED

EXISTING HOUSE ON LONGFELLOW
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APPENDIX G
HERITAGE Ii\1PACfSTATEMENT I MORRA RESID ENCE
925 LONGFELLOW AVENUE, MISSISSAUGA
TIlE HIC KS PARTNERSHIP INC.

EXISTING HOUSE SANGSTER NEW 2004

EXISTING HOUSE DIRECTLY WEST ACROSS ROAD
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A PP ENDI X G
H ERITAGE IMPACf STATEMENT I MO RRA RESID ENCE
925 LONGFEllOW AVENUE, 1\1ISSI SSAUGA
T HE HI CKS PA RTNE RSHI P INC.

EXISTING HOUSE LONGFELLOW SOUTH OF PROPERTY
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APPENDIX H
January23, 2012

David and Virginia Mauro
c/o 925 Longle-How Avenue
Misslssauga, Ontruio
L5H 2)(9
Cell ' (64 7) 624-987S

SUBJECT:

Arborirt Report and Tree Prcscrva1ion IlL... n
925 LongfeUm\l A,,'enue, Mi~lssauga

Dear David and Virginia:
Altodn:d please fllld the Arborist Report (uxt Tn~t:: Preervalioll Plan that [ have

prepared fu r your property.
My report includes an evaluation o f all trees on or within 6 metres of the subject
site's propert)' lines with a diameter at breast height (OBH) of 15cm or greater. This
evaluation includes (.he DIm, height, crutopy spread, health, and structural condition
of a.U trees that may be affected by the currently proposed site plan. My report also
provides a Tree Pre~ervation Plan fo r Ute property. including the appropriate Tree

Protection 7.ones (TP7.)

This infolTIlillion complies with the City ofMississaugu 'sPrivore Tree By-Law #./5405 as part o f the reQ.uire ments to o btain 11 Site Alt~ation Permit.
included in the repo rt are Valuation Appraisals of any City-owned trees as required

by tl~ CityofMissis::iauga to obtamlhe necessary I:ret: pernuLs.
T his lettcr is part of the Arborist Report and T ree Preservation Plan and may no t be

used separately. Plcase fcel 6:ee to contact Ire to discuss this report further .
Best regards.
...-- .J -, -(
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Tom Bradley B.Se. lAgr)
ASCA Registered Consulting Arborist #492
ISA Certified Arborist #ON- t 182A
Welwyn Cousldling

wdwyntrcesrroemail .com
(90 5)301-2925
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Summary
This Arborist Report and Tree Preservation Plan addresses all 0 f Ule trees with a
diameter at breast height (D.B. H.) of l5cm or greater and wiUtin 6 metres of the
subject site that may be aflected by the proposed property development:, and
provides recommendations for their preservation andlor removaL This report also
includes honrdiJlg distances fo r Ule T ree Prolection Zones (fPZ), and provides
recommendations lor current Md fu ture tree heulth care.
Based UPO ll the T ree Inventory for this pro perty, there flrc 45 trees that may be
affected by the proposed site development plan:
•
•
•
•
•

24 trees on the subject site
"2 neighbouri.ng trees within 6 metres of tlte subject sjt~ property tine
0 shared ownership trees
19 trees 011 lands managed by the Credit VaUey Conservation Authority
(CVC A)
0 City-owned trees (see note below)

Ta ble 1 : Tree Preservation and Remo ....-aI
TREES TO PRESERVE
i) Subject Site Trees
ii)Neigh oouring Treesiii) Con~rvation Laud t~es

TREE NlJl\.1BER
6, ( Z, (3, 14, 15, 35 , ]6, 37. ]8, ]9
t,41
(6·34
·" of TrccS" To Be PI·elier ved :

TR EES TO fiF. RF.MO'Vl:D
i) Subject Site Trees
ii) Neighbourin g T rees
iill Con servnti oo Laud

H

TRE' NUMBER

TOTAL
14

0

0

0
#orT1"ee~

0

To 81) Remove!t:

Tot91 trees Oll or IlltjilcePt to 5ubjec:1 .~ite :

011

,
"

10

2, 3, 4,5.7.8,9, (0. 11,40,42,4],44,45
tree~

Specific tree- related issues

TOTAL

"
45

this site:

I.) 925 Longtellow Avenue is located within a private rosidential area called
Lome Park Estates . As explained to Welwyn CoIll>1l1ting by a City of
Mississauga Tree lnspecto L an agreement exists between the City of
Miss issauga and Lome Park Estates which &:tates that all trees other than
those managed by the Credit ValJey Conservation AutllOrity (CVCA) are the
responsibility of Lome Park EsMes. Therefore the re are no City·o\vned or
mai ntained trees on Utis property o r within this private communiI)'.

... z,.;mlto rool ....1 !""·M. <l;o~1'Iu. ," , 9lSL,q;._ IIvo _
W.I ..... ,·. ..'....".:ll:.

!~
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UntroduCition
Tills Arbolist RepOIt and Tree Preservation Plan provides the cmrent condition of all
trees with a D.B.H of 15cm or greater on or a<ljacent to the subject site that may be
affected by the proposed site development plan, including any City andfOt:
neighbouring trees within 6 mclJ:es of the !>l.lbject site's property lines as indicated by
the attached site plan in Appendix A. The intent of the Tree PreselVation Plan is to
retain as many trees on the site as is reasonable tluollgh the use of Tree Protection
Zones (fPZ) (lnd other generally recognized arboricu1tUJal practices, mid to
minimize the potential impact of collstruction injury to the trees.

Assignment
I was contacted by David Mauro to provide an Axborist RepOlt aJld Tree
Preservation Plan., as required by the City of Mississffilga's PrivaLe Tree By. Law
#454-05, to minimize the impact that the proposed constlUction may have on the
b·ees on or acljacent to this property_ My repOlt. shall list specific trees to be
preserved or removed, recommend any immediate maintenance required to create a
safer environment fo r contractors and the propetty owner, wld provide a long·tenn
tree preservation and management plan tor the site .

Limits of Assignment
This re.polt is limited to assessing and documenting the health and SllllCllU"al
I.'Ondition of the trees with a O.8. H of \5cm or greater on or 6 meb·es liom the
subject site durutg mJ~ site snn'ey on August 12, 2011 . My evaluation is based llpon
a visual inspection of the trees £i·om the g rowld, and the analysis of photos and any
smnples taken during t.hat inspection. Unless specifically stated ill the repoli, neither
aerial inspections nor rootexcavatlons were perfomled all any trees on site or \';lthi.!l
6 metres of the subject site.

Purpose and Use
The purpose of this report is to document the CLUTent healt.h and structural condition
of the trees witll a D.B.H of 15cm or greater on and within 6 metres of the subject
site property, and to provide an Arborist Repolt and Tree Preservation Plan that
complies with theCityofMississ8uga's Private Tree By-Law fit/54·0j. nus report is
intended for the exclusive use of David and Virginia Mam·o, and upon submission
will become theil· pr(lperty to use at their discretion.

"' '''~'.,

"'l'U' <Ild 1", t"'M" ........ i>,

W. I.r" ':~I""""~ 1~1)

11; It...,~.1DIo
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Observations
The proposed development is located in the private residential area of Lome Pru·k
Estates near the intersection of Longtellow Avenue and Roper Avenue y,.i.t hin the
City of Mississauga. This site presently contains a residential dwelling that will be
demolished Mel replaced with a new home. J visited the site on August 12,2011 to
conduct my Il"ee inventory and take photographs of llie trees on site, as well as any
neighboUling or City·owned b'ees that may be affected by the proposed site plan,

Fi gure #1: These 2 photos show the front and back yard of the subject site at
915 Longfellow Avenue as they appeared during the tree inventolY conducted
on August 12, 2011 .

Appendices
Appen d ix A contains the most current ::ite plan supplied by I'licks Partners Inc .,
and provides the following information:

•
•

•
•
•

The location of the trees on or adjacent 1.0 the subject sile
Property lines for the subject site and neighbouring pro petties
Property lines for City-owned lands adjacent to the subject site
All existing buildings Wid hard surfaces
An outline a f the proposed building

Appendix B contains the Tree Inventory tor this site. All b'ees were assigned
numbers, and measured for diameter at breast height (DBH=1.4m), height, and
canopy spread. The trees' health and structural condition were evaluated, wruch
provides the b-asis tor their recommended preselVation or removal.
Append ix C contains selected photos of trees on this site .
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Tree,; to Preserve (31 )
Pnor to any work co mmencing, an on site meeting should lake place with the
fo llowing pt..'Ople to discuss the Tret.l Preservation Plan:

•

•
•

A Certified Consulting Arbori:;t
A. representative E:om the City of Mississauga's Urball Forestry Department

•
•

The property Ol....ller (s)
Any Architects, Landscape Architects, Engineers, contractor andlor sub
C(lnb.llctors inVl)!ved with the project

Tree #1
Hem lock (neighbouring tree)
This !arge-cflliper tree is located in the 6:ont yard of the neighbom's
property east o f the subject site. The tree 's roots and canopy could be
injmed by the mowment of materials and equipment tiU"oligh the proposed
construction access area for 925 Longfellow Avenue to the west of the tree.
This neighbouring tree must be presclved. Full imphmllmlatioll of the Tree
Care Recomll1tmdations ~ Tree PJeservntion Plan Ilnd Tree Preservation
Guidelines struting all Page 10 of tlu s report should result in the tree's
continued survival.

•

Tree #6
Norway Map le (subject site)
This b'ee is 10c,11:ed in the ti'Olll ym'{t ot' 925 Lorlg fellow Avenue, and its
roots and cunopy will more th~n likely be injlU"cd dmillg excavation <lnd
inshl11ation of the proposed (hiveway adjacent to the east side of the b.·ee' s
base.

A Certified COllsulling ArboriSf should be all-site dl/ring the proposed
drivelilay/owl'ialion excavation (0 deJenJline the size and quantity a/Tree
#6 's roots Ihm could be affected. Af!V rQotJ in the immediate area of the
excOl'Cllioll could be assessed a~1 properly pnmec1 by the aflendillg Alhori,sl.
This aerion .\hould reduce the potemial for roql injll1y caused by the
excamting eqUipment, and provide any pl1/J1ed roofs with the be.Jf
opportunity /0 regenerate.
This tree shlluld be preselvecl. filii implemcntatil1 1l of the Tree Care
Recommendations, Tree Prt.'Setvallon Phm and Tree i>ref:e!vation Guidelines
starting 011 Page 10 of this repolt should result in the tree's contumed
slIlvivnl .

~.,"'''' ko /'Jrl<R.! ...... .' ... ~.".,,\,w.rot

.,......I',c~,..".lt.a$oJt)ll

'-)U>n"".,.,..,... ..,,,."'''''~..,•
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•

Trees #12-15

Subject site trees (Front yard)

T hese trees are located to the west of the existing gravel d.riveway at 925
Longfellvw Avenue. The driveway is :;cheduled to be removed and rephlced
with topsoil and sad.

These trees sh0\1\(1 be preserved. Full implementation of the Tree Care
Recommendations, Tree PreselvatiOIl. Plan and Tree PreS€lvation Guidelines

starting on Page 10 of this report should result in the trees ' continued
swvivul.

•

Trees #1 6-3 "
T rees Ott COlI sel"Valion Auth ori Ly La nd s
T hese trees are locnted along the nOlthwest property line at 925 Longfellow

Avenue on lands llla.naged by the Credit Valley Conservation Authority.
Tltis art!8 will remain undisturbed induding vegetation and drainage
patterns, and the grades ",ill remain unchanged along the pTopelty limit.
There- wiIJ be no consbuction ac~es" pennitted through this area.
These trees on Conservat ion Autho rirv lands must be preselVcd. Full
implemenhlti,oH ofthe Tree. Care Recommendations, Tree Preselvation Plan
<lnd Tree Preservation Guidelines starting on Pllge 10 of this repOlt should
result in the trees' continued survival.
•

Trees #35·J9 and 41
Su bj ect site and neighbour's irees (Back yard)
These trees are located in the ba..:k yard 01'925 Longfellow Aveuue and the
neighbour' S property to the eust. The.root's of Trees #36-39 could bt: injured
elwing installation of the proposed septic ftlter fie ld.
These trees shou ld be preserved. Pull implementation of the Tree Care
Recommendations, Tree Preservation Plan and Tree Presen/ation Guidelines
struting on Page 10 of tlus report should result in the trees' continued
survival .

NOTE:
Tree # 3'1 (White Pine ~ DBH = 6·'lc1Tl) should be cQnsidered for installation
ora Oynnmic cnbling system to SUppOit its co-domi.mmt stems.

..

"',w.,,,,,o>\'> """Ti,~r-", ,,,,.~, f,'·>:'Jt".!;!'o_ NIO"",. M!:>. .......
_."w!~

·::"'_""..
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Trees to Remove (1+)
Prior to construction, all trees scheduled for removal should be removed to grade.
level to increase the safety for both the properly owner and any contractors.

•

Trees 112, J, 40, and 42
Trees #2 and 3 have large cavities at their bases, and pose an immediate
safety risk. Tree #40 is dead. and Tree #42 has lD% live canopy remainIDg.
TIlese trees are potential safety hazards and should be removed as soon as
possible.

•

Trees #4, 5,7,8,9. 10,43,44. and 45
These trees are in conflict with the proposed site plan, and should be safely
removed to grade level prior to the commencement of o n·site constnlction

activities.
•

T ree #1 1
S ilver Fir (subject site tree)
The ho meowner has requested that this tree be removed.

Page 9 of24
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Tree Care R&ommendations
Cablmg
Cabling is a practice which provides physical support for b·ees with structurally
weak limbs, co-do minant stems, any branch o r trunk \lI1ions with included bark, and
tree species generally known to be weak-wooded. ,0...11 aerial inspection o f tILe tree's
structunu condition should be performed prior to cable installation, and any dead,
diseased, or hazardous wood should be removed. Cabled trees should be im-pected
annually to assess both the cabling hardware and the tree's structural cond.ition.
Cabl.ulQ reduces but does not eliminate a tree's hazard or failure potential.
Tree # 39: White Pine (subject site)
• T his tree shou ld have an approved Dynamic Cabling System in stalled to
help suppo rt th e co-dominHnt stems.

F ettilization
Cunent research conducted through the Intemutional Society of Arboriculture
(J.S.A.) indicates that preserved trees within close proximity o f proposed
construction activities should not be fertilized during Ule l It year fu llowing
constructio n injury. Uptake of nutrients and water in co mpa.:ted soils can be
reduced, and fertilizer salts may actnally remove water fro m a tree's root zone. If
and when supplemental fertilization is deemed necessary, products which stimulate
root growth shonld be employed over those that stimulate shoot and foliage growth
and be applied at low application rates .

Suppiementdl /e rlilizofion needs should be assessed by a
A rboris! upon completion of all oil-site consfruction
recommencbfions should be based on site-specific soil
dele mlined primarizy through soil testing and secondarily
nutrient deficiencies ill/o/lage, twigs, buds. and roots.

Cer'ified Consu/ling
activities. aId any
mllrie11l defiCiencies
by visual analysis of

PlNrung
f1ulUng is a practice which removes dead, diseased, broken, rubbing, cross ing, aJ\d
hazardous limbs 2.5 em andlargcr from trees to create a saferworkiug envirorunent
and improve tree health and vigor. Pmning also provides an exceUent o pportunity
for all aerial iuspection of the stiuctunll integrity of the h·ee(s}. All prun ing shou ld
be completed prior to any site demolition or construction.
T rees #20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, and 29-34: COllservatio n Authol"ily trees
• C ontact Conservation Authority to have large-caliper hazardous
deadwood removed
Trees #1, 12, 13, 37, 38, and 39 - subj ect site tl'ees
• Remove large-caliper hazardous deadwood

Page 10 of24
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Rool Pnming
Root pruning i.s perfonned to minimize a tree's potential loss of structl.lnli !;tability
through root removal and/or injury due to excavation within close proximity of its
root zone, While not always feasible for all projects, root pruning should occur in
late autumn during tree dormancy and ideally one fhll growing season prior to any
on~site cOJll:ltruction or demolition to allow for root regeneration. Root pnUling
should be performed by a Certified Arbonst in accordance with generally
recognized standards and principles within the fiel d of Arhoricu1ture .
Hydro~Vac

or Air-Spade technologies provide two af the least invasive methods for
root zone e.:xcaI'Gtion. and should be p(ujomled under the supervision ofa Certified
AI·borist.
•

Tree #6: Norway Maple (subject sUe)
A Certified Co ns ulti ng Arborist should be OIl-site during the proposed
driveway foundation excavation to d etermine (he size ;:and quantity of this
tree'., roots that could be aFFected . Any roots in the immediate area of the
excavation co uld be as!)cssed and properly pruned by the attending
A rbori st.

Irrigation
Atl irrigation p lan tor preserved trees should be destgned and implemented with the
assi~tance of a Certified Consulting Arborist. The amount and frequency of
irrigation will depend on factors such as soil type, local and seasona.l precipitation
patterns, duration ofdro\1gh1£. and the amounl o f construct ion activity neru' specific
trees.
The top 30 em of soil in a tree's rool ZOlle ~hould be kept moist without being
saturated. In.frequent deep watering produces trees with deeper roots, while frequent
shallow watering produces shallow-rooted trees .

When combined with soil aeration improvement techniques such as veJ1ical
mulching, drill holes, and radial trenching, an adequate bUI lJo[ excessill e supply of
moisture 10 a tree's roof zone can be {m effective and effiCient way to help alleviate

cons/mcrion injury.
Preserved troos should be monitored at regular Ullervals by a Certified Consulting
Arborist for signs of dro ught stress or e.xcess irrigation.

•

An irrigation pla n has not bee n eSlablished at this time .

Page I I or24
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Mulching
It may be determined by the Certified Consulting Arborist that trees \\>-ithin close
proximity of constmction activities will .require a layer of composted wood chip
mulch applied to the root zones inside !lIe TPZ hoarding. Dec.omposed wood mulch
5-\0 em (2-4 inches) deep applied to a tree's root zone should help to retrun soil
moisture, regulate soil temperature, and provide a natural organic source of
nutrients in UleiJ elemental foan over time. Piling of mulch against the tree stem
shoulcl be avoided. Fresh wood chip mulch should be applied to a depth of20 - 30
em over steel plates or plywood o n vehicle and equipment traffic areas within dose
proximity to the TPZ to distribut.e weight on the soil and help reduce potential root
zolle soil compaction.
•

There are 110 specific m u Iching requiremen ts at this time,

Root Zone

Ae!l'a t~on

Improvements

Aeration improvement techniques such as drill holes, vertical mulching, soil
frachlllng , ancl radial tnmching have the ability to reduce various degrees of soil
compaction by increasing the amount of soil macro and micropores. Any form of
root zone aeration improvement should be perfonned post-constmction and under
the supervision of a Certified Consulting A.rbolist to help rernediate soil compaction
caused by COtlstI1lction activity near preserved trees.

•

There m'e 110 !"Oot zone ae l'ation improvements required at this time,

Tumnsplanting
Transplanting. of larger caliper trees, through either hand digging or tree spade,
allows for relocation <md retention of deSLrabJe trees that might have otherwise been
removed due to conflict witll the proposed property construction design. Trees
should be tree-spaded out by a reputable operator, and are best traropi1Ulted dllJi.ng
dormancy in late autmnll. No construction activity should take place near re-Iocated
trees either before or after transplantatiotL
.A.ny transplanted trees should be fet.tilized using: a complete fertilizer with a
preferred nitrogen/phosphorus/potassium ratio of 1-2-2, with the Nitrogen
compo nent in slow release form. A 10 em layer of compos ted wood mulch should
be applied to the root zone, and the tree should receive l·eguJar iITigation for a
period of fit least one year. The tree may also require staking for a period of 1 yem·
{o provide stability while it re-estaWishes its root system.

•

There are no trees sched uled for

(.,." ,..1 Ao)"'i

trallspl~nting

at this time.

.. ~ r,,, ~,_, .... rio> l>t't.!, ...;.• ",~11000- 1M ..... ,,&._'~ ,

W.1I>-",C:o .. 'Jl~ , l'lll
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Tree P reservation Plan
The following T ree Preservation Plan should be implemented prior to anyon-site
construction activity.

Hoarding
Hoarding is used to define the TI-ee Protection Zon e (TPZ), which protects a tree's
root zone, tl1.Ulk, and branches from injury dLU:ing both construction and landscaping
phases of the project. Hoarding should be installed prior to any constlUction
activity, and remain intact Wltil constmction and landscapi.ng is completed. No TPZ
should be used fo r the temporary storClge of building materials, storage or washing
of eqlupment, or tile dumping of constmction debris, excess fill, or topsoil.

As required by the City of M ississaaga, hoarding should be constructed of 4x8
plywood sheets using 2x4 top and bOl/om rail constructioll supported by 4x4
wooden posts. A TPZ may be constructed of orange ,mfety j€ncing using 2x4 top
and boltom rail constnrclion and supported by i-bar supporls when proJecting
street trees where site line obstruction is G concern, TPZ sigt'kJge should be posted
in viJible locatiolls on the TPZ hoarding. T-bar supports [o r solid hoarding will
only be allowed dlrollgh pre-approval (rom the CiN o!MjssisSGW:q·s Development
and Design Deporfment.
The architect of record tor the project s hould update the most current site
plan/grading phm to include aU existing trees properly plotted and numbered, with
TPZ hoarding locations clearly i.ndicated,

Hoarding Installation
A diagram of the proposed hoard ing plan for this site can be fOW1d ill A ppendix A
on Page 18 o f this report. The recommended radial distances fro m the trunk for
mstallation ofTPZ hoording are listed in Appendix B stru.tin~ on Page 19 of this
report, and the hom'ding should be installed using the following guidelines:
I) All TPZ hoarding should be placed at the recommended radial distance from
the base of ail trees to be protected, or up to all existing and/or proposed
hard surfuces to allow for construction,
2) ,A..ny large numbers of trees that can be grouped together in a closed box or
continuous line system for protection should have their TPZ hoarding placed
at the recommended radial distance from the base of all of the largest
peripheral trees of tile system, or up to all existing and/or proposed hard
i>llrfuces to allow fu r COrtstll.lCtiOrt.
3) Encroachment within a tree 's TPZ may require a spcciall)ermit from the
C ity of Mis!lissaug a and/or on-site supervision by a Certified Consulting
Arborist dwil1g any proposed excavation activities fo r root PlUning and
assessment.
U, ~t1; ,

(\., 1'>', ..... !M flO"

W.,"'?c........u.ng.~:2

.,:00, f\o> D' SQ)LooV<t...
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City of Mississauga TPZ Hoarding Example
The diagram below provides the City on...lississauga's standards for Tree Protection
Zone (T.P.z) hoarding.
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Tree P reservation Plan Summary
I .)

Pre.Constnncti.m:n P base

•

If necessruy, have the Certified Consulting Arborist sched ule an OlHite
meeting with a representative ti:om the C ity ofMli:!;lsSauga's Urban Forestry
Deprutment, the property owner(s), and any Architects, Engineers, and
contractors involved with the project to discuss the Tree PreSel.Vfltion Pla.rL

•

Complete all Tree Care Recommendations, including pruning and any
required tree removals.

•

Install Tree Protection Zone- (fPZ) hoarding as requi.red.

•

Where required, apply composted wood mulch to tree root zones within Ule
TPZhoarding., and apply fresh wood mul ch over steel plates ancVor plywood
to any higlHraffic areas immediately adjacent to the TPZ hoarding to help
reduce soil co mpaction.

•

If feasible, root-pnme any preserved trees adj acent to excavation areas prior
to construction w1der the supervision ora Certified Consul Ling At·boris t.

•

Establish an irrigation plan with the assistance of a Cettified Cunsulting
Arborist.

II .j CO!llStruction Phase
•

Maintain and re~pect TPZ hoarding throughout the construct.ioll phase. Do
not store or dump matelials ill this area.

•

Continue inigation plan as directed by a Certified Consulting Arborist.

•

Pnme IDLy roots exposed during excavation under the supetvision of a
Certified Consulting Arborist.

•

On-guing monitoring by a Certi.fied Consulting Arborist 1.0 evuluate
constmction injmy/stress and make recommendatio ns .

[II. ) Post.ComtlI'l.!lct[Olll. Phase

•

Remove hmu ding ouly after pennission from the City of Milisissauga.

•

Continue irrigation program as directed bya Certified Consulting Arhorist.

•

Supp lemental tertilizer' needs assessment by a Certified Consulting .<\rborisl.

•

Pust-construction monitoring ofall trees by a CeJ1ified Consulting Arborist.

NOTE:
Post-Constructiou Momtoring
Construction injUl)f may take severnl years to becomc apparent. All
preserved trees sho uld be inspected by a Certitied Consulting Arborist on a
semi-annual basis for a period of up to 2 years to pro-actively address any
tree health related issues as they occur .

...~

.'''I '''~'''''' r... I'tGIf<\,." 1~~.9"J't.».,,~\I:W"""'''''.lliI< ... &O\;.

",.",,,,,c.mA:I.\r. ::en
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46.

'Vdwyo Consul ting
ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS

Any legal description provided to the consultant/appraiser is assumed to be correct. Any
titles and ownerships to :my property are assumed to be good and marketable. No
responsibi lity is as!,umed for mailers legal in character. Any and all property is appraised
or evaluated as though free and clear. LInder responsible ownership and competent
managemellt. It is assumed thal any property is not in violation of any applicable codes,
ordinances, statutes. by-laws. or other gllvemmentai regulations.
Care has been taken to obtain all information from reliable sources, and all data has been
verified insofar as possible. The consultrult/apprniser cnn neither guarantee nor be
re5ponsible for the accuracy of information provided by others.
The con~'ll1tall tlappraiser shall not be required to give testimony or to attelJd court by
reason of this report unless subsecp..1ent contractual arrangements are made, including
payment of an additional fee for stIch services as described in the fee schedule alld
contract of enga.gement.
Loss or alteration of allY pan of this report invalidates the entire report .
Possession of this report or a copy thereof does not imply right of publication Of use for
any purpose by aJ!yone other than the person to whom it is addressed without the prior
expressed written or verbal consent of the consultant/appra iser. .
Neither all nor any parl of the conlents of this report, nor mly copy thereof, shall be
conveyed by anyone, including tile client, to the public through advertising. public
relations, news, sales or other media without the prior expre;;sed written or verbal
consent of the consultant/appraiser particularly as to V'Jluc conclusions, identity of th e
consultant/appraiser, or ally reference to any professional society. institute, or any
initialed designation con ferred up on the consultantl a~rai5er as stated in hislh er
"-LaJ ification.
This repOlt and the values e;..-prcssed herein rqxcsent the opinion of the
consultanUappraiser, and the consu I1ant/appraiser's fee is in no way contingent upon the
reporting of a specified value. a stipulated result. tile occurrence of a subsequent event,
nor UPO[] an y fi nding to be reported.
Sketches, diagrams, graphs, and photographs in this report, being intended as visua.l [li (5,
are not. necessarily to scale and should not be constlUed as either engineeL'ilLg or
arcrLitectural reports or surveys.
Unless expressed otilerwise: 1) Information contained in this report covers only those
items that ,vcn: examined and rel1cctions the condition of Lhose items at the time of
inspection. and 2) the inspection is limited to visual examination of accessible items
without dissection, excavation. probing, or coring. There is no wan'anty or guarantee,
e.xpressed or implied, that problems or deficiencies of the plants or property in q.lestion
may not arise in the futur e.
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Welwyn Consulting

CERTIFICATE OF PERFORA-fANCE
I, Tom BraeUey, certify th'l t

•

r have personally inspected the b·ee(s) ami/or the property rereued to in
this report, and have stated my findings llccurately. The extent of ::my
evaluation or appraisal is stated in the attached repOlt and the Limits of
Assignment.

•

I have no CUiTellt o r prospective interest in the vegetation o f the property
that is the su Qiect orUris repolt. and have no personal interest or bias with
respect to the parties involved.

•

The analysis, opinions and conclusions stated herein are my own., .md are
based o n ClUTent scientific procedures and facts.

•

My cOITJ(.ltmsatiurt is lIot l.'Ontingent upon the reporting of a pre~
detennined conclusion that fiwours the cause of the client or any other
party, or: upon the results of the assessment, the atT.a.irunent of stipulated
results, or the occurrence orany subsequent events.

•

My analysis, opinions and conclusions were develo ped and this repOlt has
been prepared according to commonly accepted arbor icultural practices.

•

No one provided significant pr ofessional assistance to the consult,mt,
except as indicated within the report.

fiuther ~ertifY that 1 am a Registered Consulti ng Arborist tlu·o ugh tile
American Society of Consulting Arbori.sts (A.S.C.A), and a Certified
.l\.rOO1;sl with the tnternativnaJ Society o f Arboricuiture (LS.A). i have been
involved in the fields ofArboricnlture and Horticulture in u tilll~tirne capacity
for a period of more than 20 years,

Signed:
Date:

~&44dt
V .
Janmu)' 23. 2012
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Welwyn Consulting

A ppendix A: Proposed Site Plan
i\l1rl' ThE' k\l..~<ltll"L-: "n'l~~ ;:2. b. 15. (~. 20 .lnd ~ I drt.! HIJI' I \)XmIR[lOfui
The I'r...'po!-~,.l Tn'c Pr. 'l...\.'IlC\1l Zl'iI,.; (TPZ) h ...1(lnting 110' Ilr,IWI1!-1S roo \Uleii .
rutJ." liN h) ,,~altc'.m rilli' dmwmg
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Framed Hoarding .............. .
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I\·.t ...... eo ....JQI\$ ::1112
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Welwyn Consul ting

Site Photos

Photo #4

Photo #5

Photo #6

Figure #2: Trees #2 and 3 (Boulevard in front of925 Longfellow Avenue)
The above photos provide the following i.nformation:
•

Photo #3 shows Trees #2 and 3 in general

•

Photo #4 shows the cavity on the west side of Tree #2's base

•

Photo #5 shows the cavity 1.5m up Tree #2's stem on the west side

•

Photo #6 shows the cavity on the west side of Tree #3's base

These trees are potential safety hazards, and shou ld be removed as :'>oon as
pos:'>ible .
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APPENDIX L
Chain of Title for PIN 13488-0909(1..T}
Lots 69 & 85 and Part of Lots 70 & 84 Plan A23 as In R0921140
925 Longf.Dow Avenue, Misslssauga
Deed #

Patent
10781

42812
11678
64

1329
2231
2436
2662
5559
5709
5739
5740
5761

July 23
1833
May 27
1834
Jan 13
1852
Nov 16
1863
July 11
1868
Jan 14
1874
July 6
1877
April 3
1878
Jan 31
1879
Feb 16
1886
June 19
1886
July 16
1886
July 16
1886
July 31
1886

7733

Dec II
1891

7734

Dec 11
1891
June 15
1909
June 15
1909

13498
13499

14490

60.

Date

MayS
1911

Transferor

Transferee

Lots 22 & 23 Con 3
SDSTorTwp
The Crown

Arthur Jones

Arthur Jones

Frederick C. Capreol

Break in Chain
K. McKay Sutherland

Alexander H. Grant

Alexander H. Grant

RossW. Wood

RossW.Wood

JoImD. Wood

Break in Chain
James Leslie

JosephOrr

Joseph Orr

Wm. Andrew Orr

Joseph Orr

C. H. Greene

C. H. Greene

Neaven McConnell

Thomas Clark

Neaven McConnell

George Jones

Neaven McConnell

Carrie McCandless

Neaven McConnell

Neaven McConnell

J. W. Stockwell

J. W. Stockwell

Toronto & Lorne Park
Summer Resort Co.

Lots 1,2,3, & 4, in
Block E Plan BSS
The Toronto & Lome
Parle Summer Resort
Comoany
Frederick Roper
The Lome Park
Company Limited
William R. Travers
Frank McPhillips
Break in Chain
John Earls

Frederick Roper

The Lome Park
Comoanv
William R. Travers
Frank McPhillips
The Lake Shore COWltry
Club Limited

Sydney Small

19909

July 16
1919

51933

March 4
1948
Oct 1
1951
Oct 17
1952
Aug 3
1964
Dec 12
1989

64620
70397
170315
921140

Aug 15
2002
PR2075279
Sept 16
2011
Plans attached; A23, B88
PR297074

Sydney Small
PlanA23
Lome Park Estates
Limited
Mary L. Clarke - Estate
Wilfred S. McCord
Lillian l McCord
Lucy E.Riggs
Edwar R. RiggS
Stuart Warren Ritchie
Glenna Kathleen
Ritchie
Henry Kucharzyk
Henry Kucharzyk
Susan Cash

The Lome Park Estates
Limited
Mary L. Clarke - Estate
Wilfred S. McCord
Lillian J. McCord
Lucy E. Riggs
Edwar R. Ril!ll.s
Stuart W. Ritchie
Glenna K. Ritchie
Henry Kucharzyk

Henry Kucharzyk
Susan Cash
Virginia Morra

Title Chain from The Crown by abstract name. Instruments not reviewed.
For summary purpose only. For further details see Abstracts attached.
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